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Be prepared:
Get the facts
By Etoi Garrison
" I don't carry a medical card,
and I don't know about my family's health insurance plan. If I
ever got into a serious accident,
I wouldn't know what to do."
Tammy Thurman is a junior
at Morgan Park, but she admit;
that she doesn't know muc,' l
about doctors, emergencies and
health insurance even though
she plans to live away from
home as a college student in
another year.
"I have a drivers license and a
school I.D. in my wallet, but 1
don't have any medical information. The people in the emergency room would have to call
my parents or wait until I became conscious.
I guess I
could go to any hospital but my
medical records are at Little
Company of Mary Hospital.
Another hospital wouldn't have
my medical records or my insurance information."
Are you like Tammy? New
Expression discovered that
there are a lot of teens who are.
This page is dedicated to all of
The Tammy's in Chicago who
need to know this information
especially those who will be out
on their own in the next year.

Health
Insurance
When do teens have to buy
their own health Insurance?

A child is covered under the
parent's policy until the age of
19. If the teen is still a full-time
student, the policy con tinues to
cover him until age 23 or 25.
College insurance policies
only pay for student medical
bills that are incurred on campus. The family insurance covers the student's medical ex-

penses for the entire year.
It's important when you are
applying for your first fu II- time
job to ask about the company's
health benefits. Most companies pay for the employee's health
insurance policy or for an HMO
plan , which restricts the employee to carry out all health
care at one hospital.
For those who don 't have a
job or who are not covered by
their employer, the best plan is
to buy a temporary medical policy. These are less expensive
than a permanent insurance policy, according to Cheryl Burel
of Mack and Parker. However, a
temporary policy will not cover
pregnancy or child birth.
The cost of an insurance policy varies with the amount of
coverage. If a 19-year-old wants
to have a policy in which he
pays the first $250 of his medicalexpenseseachyearandthe
insurance pays for 80 percent
of his remaining medical expenses, the policy will cost him
about $51 per month or $565
per year.
" Health policies are expensive, but you really can't afford
not to have one. An average
hospital stay today costs about
$500 per day," she said.
In the case of a divorce, which
parent Is responsible for the
children's health Insurance? ·

Usually the father is responsible for the payment of the
health insurance. If the father is
not responsible, it is stated on
the divorce decree which parent is. There is also new Ill inois
legislation proposing that if both
parents carry family medical insurance, the older parent is responsible for the policy.

Emergency
Care
If a person Is unconscious
do emergency room personnei

look for Information about the
person's medical history before
they start medical care?

Medical personnel are anxious to have medical in formation from a patient, especially
since many people arrive at the
Emergency Ward in shock or
unconscious. " Normally the patient will be searched for medical information depending upon
his condi tion at the time of arrival ," explained Tony Esposito
of the illinois Hospital Association.
" Wallet medical cards are a
good source for medical information, but most people tend to
tuck them away in the back of
their wallets, and the emergency
staff will usually on ly check the
patient's drivers license. That's
why it is a good idea to use the
place on the back of the license
where you can place an emergency seal. This seal alerts the
emergency personel to look for
more information about you in
your wallet," Esposito said.
" If the patient has an allergy
or m edica l condition they usually have Medical Alert bracelets," Esposito said . These braclets are the best source of
information because the bracelets have a 24-hour international
hot line.
What types of Information
does the hospital need when
you are admitted to the Emergency Room?

" It is very important for you to
have an identification card that
has your name, address, and
th e phone number of someone
that we can contact in case of
an eme rg ency. Th e patient
should also have his age, bloodtype and information abou t any
rllnesses or allergies that he
may have," Esposito sa id.
How Important is It to carry
health Insurance ID?

Insurance information is one
of the first pieces of information
th at a hospital looks for. "As
soon as the patient walks in, we

find out about his insurance
policy, " sard Addo Atremoh of
Northwestern Memorral Hosprtal " If the person is unconsious
and has no rnsurance rnformation on hrm. we admit the patient untrl he becomes conscious and can give us thrs informaton . It is important to
have insurance information with
you because m ost doctors are
relunctant to treat patients that
don 't have insurance. "
If you don't have any Insurance, wl/1 the hospital treat you
In an emergency?

If you don't have any insurance and you are involved in
an emergency situation , you w ill
be treated and stabilized before
being transferred . " If the person has no insurance and is not
eligible for Medicaid or Med icare, depending on the pat ient's
condition , he will be treated or
referred to another hospital ,"
Esp osito said . " Its getting
harder and harder for hospitals
to provide for the care of those
who can't afford it. In the past,
medical care for patient's without insurance was paid for from
a percent of all of the patients'
medical payments. With HMO's
and new finance plans, the extra dollars just aren 't available.
Last year$500 million was spent
in cha rity care by the hospitals
in lllin0is."

Medical
Records
When you move to college or
take a job, should you take your
medical records with you?

If you request your medical
records , the doctor can provide
a copy or a summary for you to
show another physician. A ccording to the Am erican Med ical Association , your medical
record is a confidential document between the patient and
the doctor; no one should be
g iven the record without the
patient's consent. If you ask
your doctor or clinic for your
records, you will usually get a
summary and not the actual
doctor's notes.
When you move from one city
to another and c hoose a new
physician , you can have your
new doctor contact the old doctor, and then the medical records can be transferred.
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Condomsnew openess
about safe sex
condom wou ld be defective.
The condom should be put on an erect
penis before sexual activity. Those males
usrng a lubricant should use waterbased condoms because Vasiline can
make rubber condoms fragile and more
likely to break. Th e safer method is to
purchase a condom that is prepared
with a spermi cidal lubrrcant.
Local drug stores, which once kept
condoms behind he counter, are now
marketing condom displays in the aisles
next to the cosmet ics. "In one week we
had about an 85 percent increase in
condom sales," said Erik Harris, a pharmacy techn ician at Walgreens. 1554 E.
55th St.
Reporter Sonya Young inspects the new " above-the-counter" displays for condoms in
" We have a product in high demand."
local drug stores.
says Tateo . "As citizens and manufacBy Sonya Young
con si dered anti-life; no w they are pro turers we have the responsibility to edulife. However, we hope that teens are cate teens about the severely of AIDS."
It don 't matter if you 're small or tall.
abstaining from sex, or, at least, limiting
" The percent of effectiveness depends
Remember, boys, one size fits all.
their sexual activity to one partner."
on how correctly the condom is appSixty percent of the 176 Chicago teens
lied," Mannino explained. "Any condom
Step one in being sa fe not stupid
surveyed by New Expression said that that falls off o r leaks will not provide
Is avoiding contact of bodily fluids.
the knowledge of how AIDS is transmit(enough) protection." A condom should
ted has changed the way they feel about
be used only once to avoid leaks and
Pardon the pun, it's in the bag.
using condoms.
tears.
All you gotta do is the Condom Rag.
" I don't go to a party and say to myself,
"A spermicide, which catches sperm if
The "Condom Rag " is not a lyric by 'Guess I'd better get my condom out ,"' a small amount seeps out (of the condom) can also be used," Tateo advised.
Prince. It's a street rap paid for by the says Charles Son, a senior at Lincoln
"But to what degree spermicide adds
State of Illinois-part of a new $450,000 Park. "But it's in the back of my mind."
Julia White, a junior at Dunbar, besafety has not been determined."
statewide campaign to educate citizens
Some medical sources say that a
about the importance of the condom in lieves that using a condom is worth the
the fight against AIDS and other sexu- trouble. " If you catch A IDS when you are spermicide when used with a condom
still a teenaqer, and you have sex with has an effectiveness of 97 to 99.5 percent.
ally transmitted diseases.
But for many teens who appreciate the
Over 800 Il linois citizens have con- other peop , . then everyone will have
importance of using condoms, there is
tracted AIDS since 1981 . And the Chi- AIDS."
Although only two cases of teens with the fear of being embarrassed or excago Dept. of Health is now Pstimating
that 30,000 to 50,000 Chicagoans are AIDS have been reported in Chicago , posed at the time of purchase. Over 74
teens are now listed as the generation at per cent of the teens surveyed by New
now carrying the virus, which can incugreatest risk by U.S. health officials.
Expression are happy to see an end to
bate in a human victim for as long as ten
"A condom can prevent the spread df the " beh ind the counter" sale of conyears before striking the immune system
STDs (sexually transmitted diseases) doms.
and causing death.
better than 99% of the time." says AI
" I might be embarrassed." says Felica
The c hief health official in the country,
Surgeon General C. Everett Koop, is Mannino, vice president of the Mentor Fulton, a freshman at Lincol n Park. " But
Corporation , which makes condoms. if I had to buy some condoms for a
stand ing up against his own boss, President Reagan , in order to promote the " (However) it depends on how correctly friend , I would go into the drug store and
get them . It's really not that embarrassuse of the condom. "The best protection they are applied."
The counselor for the Dept. of Public ing because it's something you have to
against the disease of AIDS , barring
abstinence, is the use of a condom," Health's AIDS Hotline agrees. "A con- do to lessen the risk of getting AIDS."
But Julia White thinks that embarKoop says. " It's the best protection we dom is the safest device when put on
properly. A virus will not pass througH it rassment would stop her. "I wouldn 't go
have against th e disease right now."
if it does not break or tear, and it prevents into a drug store because I would feel
Catholic officials who once opposed
like everyone was watching me. They
condom advertising o n television are pregnancy 98% of the time."
Paul Tateo, senror vice president of
would be thinking, 'Oh , Oh, we all kn ow
now altering their policy in order t o
marketing for Schmid Laboratories, bewhy she's buying condoms."
respond to the AIDS epidemic.
" I would be a little embarrassed in a
" Condo ms will save lives," says singer lieves that nothing is 100 percent safe
Micheal Benard who helped create the oecause there are too many variables, way if I had to buy condoms and the
"Condom Rag ." "Con doms used to be but he noted that it is unlikely that a clerk behinrl thP r.nrrn tP.r was an attrac-
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live young woman, " says Sherman Taylor, a senior at Lrncoln Park. "I think it's
more embarrassing for grrls because
they are expected to hold up a certain
profile."
Thrs consumer problem was the subject of a recent survey by the House of
George, UNLTO. rn New York . "We had
five girls go into 200 different drug stores
and buy condoms,'' said John Mann,
company spokesman . "We only picked
sto res with male clerks. In 161 of the
stores the male clerks (not the pharmacists) tried to pick up the girls and they
made rude remarks like, 'How about trying it with me' and 'So, tonight's the
night?' No one said , 'Well it's good that
you're buying condoms."
Just to see what would happen in Chicago, Kim Davis, a junior at Senn tried
the same experiment. " The male c lerk
was about my age ," she said. "He kinda
looked at me funny, like, I know what
you 've been doing , but he didn't say
anything."
Ernesto Mercaeo, a junior at Kelvin
Park , sees the problem from a male
angle. " If the clerk is male, I wouldn 't
feel embarrassed, " he said. " But with a
female clerk , I would be. I think when
guys go into a store to buy a condom ,
most·people don't think much of it. But,
if a girl does it, they think , 'Oh, this is a
terrible thing!"
Perhaps that's why the new brands of
condoms being marketed for women are
more likely to be found in the femininehygiene section of the store where
women can be less obvious about their
purchase .
Mercaeo approves of women carrying
condoms for their own protection . Over
70 percent of the teens in our survey also
approve, even though they recognize
that girls face more offensive behavior
from clerks when they purchase condoms than males do.
" Because of this behavior by clerks,
the House of George has started a mail
order service . We are selling at close to
wholesale prices, and we send information about AIDS with the co ndoms,"
Mann explained. Drug stores are now
selling condoms in three-packs across
the counter at $1 .10 to $1 .50.
" I would be more comfortable buying
condoms through the mail," said Felica
Fulton . " I think it is a good idea."
(Continued on Page 4)
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How to slowly kill
yourself at 16
Joi M. Kafka
Repnnted from New Youth Connect•ons,
Apnl, 1987
1 was 12 when I smoked my f~rst
c1garette It's been four-and-a-hal f years
smce my f~rst cancer st1ck , and I st1ll
don't know why I started. Maybe 1t was
because 1was trymg to act older, or get
back at my parents, or expenment, or
maybe I was trying to lose my image of
bemg a goody two-shoes. Perhaps there
are a 100 o ther reasons.
Lookimg back with 20/ 20 hindsight, I
know that if my 12-year-old brain could
have pictured only half of the damage
that I was igniting, it would have been
the first and last time I ever filled my
lungs with carbon monoxide.
In the beginning I would only hold the
smoke m my mouth and blow it out.
Then an ex-friend of mine was kind
enough to teach me how to in hale deeply
and blow the smoke out slowly like Rob
Lowe did in "The Outsiders." She and I
practiced until we could smoke as well
as Rob .
I was young enough to bel1eve that
teenagers don 't get lung cancer, heart
disease, or set themselves on fire.
I was proud of myself when I finished
my first pack of cigarettes; I thought it
m ea nt that I was growing up and getting
tough .
See world- l'm not such a goody twoshoes after all! See mom and dad- l'm
getting back at you for all the things
you 've done to me! See, guys, I can act·
tough , I'm really cool!
If naivety and stupidity had their boundaries, I broke them.
I was hooked by the time I was 13, but I
wouldn 't admit it to anyone , not even to
myself. Smoking had become an important part of my life. I'd reach for a cancer
stick automatically when I would do my

math homework. listen to my walkman.
wnte poetry, get upset. feel happy, before I went to sleep. even after I woke up
I began to sneak c1garettes 1n school
while fnends covered for me I earned
around a pack wherever I went, and I
bummed c1garettes from strangers
Even friends who smoked began to
lecture me to qUit. Over the years I've
gotten so many lectures from fnends,
teachers, relatives and even acquamtan ces that I learned to l1sten to them out
of courtesy but to tune them all out.
"They don't know what they're talking
about, " I often rationalized . " I'll never
spit up blood, get smoker's cough, cancer, or set myself on fire."
And then the smoke opened my eyes.
About two months ago I went to a new
doctor for my yearly check-up. I went to
a new one because I was seven pounds
overweight and 'wanted diet pills , and I
knew my regular doctor would never
prescribe them for me.
After the doctor told me I didn 't need
the pills and to do some old-fashioned
sit-ups, he hit me with the wammy.
He heard a heavy weezing while he
was examing me with the stethoscope.
He asked if I smoked pot, and I said no.
Then he asked if I smoked cigarettes,
and when I said yes , he put the stethoscope on my chest and listened again.
After probing further into my smoki ng
habits and learning how prevalent cancer was in my family, he called in another
doctor for consultation. Worry flooded
through me, but I decided he was on ly
tryin g to scare me.
An hour later I was having my lungs
x-rayed . Later I was shown pictures of
them and told that my lungs were as bad
as those of someone who smoked two
packs a day for ten years, and that some
minor lung damage had already surfaced . He predicted that if I kept smoking, there was a good chance I would
have lung cancer as early as my late
twenties.

blood II mg under the threat ot cancer
wastmg endless mone~ ,'feehng helpless
m the clutches of an add1ct1ve drug, runmng out of breath after chmbmg two
flight of sta1rs, and havmg vour boyfnend tell you that lo.1ssmg you •s like
lie mg a d•rty ask tray 1sn't even a masoChist's 1dea of fun .
If you·re thmking about startmg smokmg or 1f you ·ve already started. JUSt consider what I m saymg I've g1ven up a lot
for cigarettes. but they have g1ven me
nothm g back but health problems.
burned clothes. and bad breath
Whatever your reasons or rationalizations are, they aren't worth the Cigarettesmoker's slow su1c1de

Appreciation

When I lett later that afternoon, I was
disturbed, but I wasn't seriously upset
That the doctor wouldn't prescnbe d1et
The health sectiOn (Pages 1 thru 12) in
pills bothered me more than what he told th1s month's New Expression has been
me. To avoid a cascade of "I told you made possible through a grant from the
so's" I told no one about the visit and Lloyd A. Fry Foundation.
blocked it out.
In addition, the following individuals
And then I went out of the frying pan have given generously of their time and
into the fire.
experience: Michele 'Naber, American
One Saturday morning I was listening Academy of Pediatrics, Dr. Jay Berklehto my walk man and reading a magazine. amer, University of Chicago, June Bates,
Suddenly I realized that the ashtray had Glenda Dilingham, J . Kati, Dr. Paul Larspilled over onto two open books of son and Dr. Norman Olsen.
matches. By the time I turned around, a
fire was spreading on the mattress and ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . 1
part of the floor.
I grabbed the bedspread and some
clothes out of my laundry basket to
smother the fire. It was spreadmg so fast (Continued from Page 3)
that I barely made it. If my favorite song
had come on the radio while I was readWould more teens use condoms if they
ing, I would have been trapped .
were distributed free in the high schools?
When the fire was out, I sat on the floor
That's a controversial issue facing
and cried hysterically. I wasn't crying school boards around the country inbecause I had just ruined my mattress cluding Chicago where the DuSable and
and $300 worth of c lothes, or because of Orr high school clinics are already prothe pain from the burns on by body. I viding free condoms. Most of the teens
was crying because the first thing I in our survey (61 per cent) approve of
thought was. "You idiot, you deserve the idea.
this. You should have listened; you
At Orr the free condoms are only proshould have stopped." But I knew. even
vided to those students who have subafter all of that, I wouldn 't-! couldn't
mitted a parental consent form. " Stustop.
dents are coming m and asking for
I am writing this two weeks after the
condoms in increasing numbers, " says
fire, and I am craving a cigarette. I've cut
Michele Ware, a social worker at the Orr
down a lot, but not enough.
clinic. " Our students don't have any difI'm not going to preach to you- 1 ficulty getting parental permission."
know from experience how futile that
Ware emphasizes that the clinic offers
can be.
sex counselling and sex education,
But I will tell you that waking up in the
which is not included in drug store sales
middle of the night coug hing, spitting
of condoms.
At DuSable the school clinic is now
instructing students about the dangers
of a new form of gonorrhea that resists
penicillin treatment, called PPNG. (For
more information on new treatments for
PPNG, call VD Confidential at 808-3700.)
The main outbreak of PPNG has occurred on the South Side, where 95 cases
were reported from January through
April. And, once again , health officials
are urging that the condom be used as a
defense against infection and spread of
the disease.

Condoms

COWGE

MONEY.

Up to $5,040
for college is yours
for serving one
weekend a month ,
normally, plus rwo
weeks annual train ing in a local Army
Reserve unit.
You'll get great
training, experience
and a good part-time
salary. Find out how
you qualify for
$5,040 for college.
Stop by or call:
926-2640

ARMY RESERVE.

BEAUYOU CAN BE.
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Lots of late nights
Bah humbug!
Photo by Robin LaSota

Mike Benedetto
It is 1:26 am. , a Tuesday in late May.
Ebbie Scrooge, the great. great, great,
great grandson of Ebeneezer Scrooge,
is working hard to complete a Pee-Wee
Herman connect-the-dots assignment
, for geometry. He still has an English
essay to write and a h1story test to study
for.
As he tries to connect Pee-Wee Herman's bow tie to the collar. his eyes
close. He starts dreaming that he is in
Pee-Wee's Playhouse. His pencil drops
from his sweaty hand. His head nods
downward until it smooshes into the
Snickers bar on his desk.
A women,'s voice pierces through Ebbie's unconscious brain. As he rolls his
head to the side, he discovers a ghostly
figure floating three feet above the floor.
" What are you do1ng here?" he demands, peeling off the Snickers bar
stuck to his forehead. This is the first
t1me he has ever been awakened by a
floating woman .
"I am the Ghost of your late-night
past," she says.
"Aw, come on! It ain't Christmas, and I
ain't Scrooge! Leave me alone and let
me sleep!" Ebbie whines. But the Ghost
pretends not to hear.
With a clap of her hands, she creates
an image on Ebbie's little black- andwhite TV set.
"That's me at the desk! How did you
do that?" Ebbie guesses that the scene
was taken from last October, judging by_
the Chicago Bears T-s hirt he's wearing.
" It's 9 pm .," the ghost announces.
On the screen, Ebbie, who still has
grease and onions on his hands from his
fast food job, is shown taking books out
of his backpack and laying them on his
desk. He begins his history assignment
on the origins and philosophy of the
"Oprah Winfrey Show."
"Let's fast forward a bit." The Ghost
claps her hands, bringing the image two
hours into the future. Ebbie, hopelessly
stuck on a geometry problem, disappears from the room and returns with a
handful of Jays potato chips and a
Cherry Coke . Time forges ahead . At
midnight, Ebbie rubs his eyes again,
turns on the radio and throws darts at a
poster of Harry Caray. He looks at his
homework, decides it's too hard and
decides to tidy his room a bit before he
goes back to work . Again the TV is
fast- forwarded .
"It's now 2 am.," observes the Ghost.
Ebbie's eyes are com pletely bloodshot.

He goes to bed. leaving h1s homework
incomplete.
"Let us see what happens in the morning," she suggests, clapping her hands.
The television fast -forwards to 6:30am.
Ebb1e's eyes are red and swollen. He
feejs a bit feverish. "Oh, please make
this week go by fast!" he says aloud . He
prepares coffee but no breakfast and
leaves for school. The TV fast forwards,
again.
.
"This is you, Friday night that same
week ." Ebbie is at a party.
"Oh, so you're trying to make me feel
guilty about partying," Ebbie says. " Well
I sleep in on Saturday mornings, so it's
not like I'm losing rest!"
The Ghost c laps the TV into Monday
morning. Ebbie's Donald Duck alarm
goes off.
"Quack, quack! Wake up! Time to go
to school. " Ebbie shuts off the alarm,
and goes back to sleep.
"You overslept that day, Ebbie!"
"So, what? It was a Monday; what did
you expect?"
W1th a snap of a finger, the ghost fades
from Ebbie's sig ht.
Ebbie checks the TV for any suspicious wires before he goes back to the
Pee-Wee Herman ass1gnment. He thinks
about how cool he will feel when he tells
his friends that a strange woman visited
his room.
As he starts to fall asleep over his
geometry, his head once again slides
across the Snickers bar.

"R
ise and shine, Ebbie!" a hearty
voice booms. "And get that half-eaten
Snickers bar off your forehead!"
Once again Ebbie peels the Snickers
bar off his forehead as he stares into the
face of a figure who he believes is the
Ghost of someone who died training for
a Hulk Hogan look- al ike contest. This is
one big dude.
"Who are you?" Ebbie squeaks.
" The Ghost of your late-night present, " the figure retorts. He claps his
heavy hands brusquely and the TV blinks
on again.
"That's me in school yesterday!"
"That's you before first period, " the
muscular Ghost says . The conversation
among Ebbie and his friends Joe, Erik
and Joe goes like this:
Joe: What 's wrong Ebbie?
Ebbie: I'm getting a 'D' out o f cornpuler.
Joe: Man , you're messing up, you got
a 'D' in history, too.
Ebbie: Yeah , that's the thing , I never

got anything under a ·c· before
Erik. You don't look that good.
Ebb1e: Shut up!
Joe: He wasn't trying to insult you . He
was just telling you that..
Ebb1e: Well , I don 't need to hear 1!. 1
get enough pressure from my job and
from schoo l without you adding your
two cents.
Erik: What crawled into your ear and
died this morning?
Joe: Yeah , he's right, Ebbie. Maybe
you need some more sleep. I get seve n
or eight hours every night. and ...
Ebbie: Yeah , well you're not me, and
you don't have the same responsib1lit1es
1. ..
One more clap and the Ghost zooms
the picture to Ebb1e's e1ghth period English class, where Ebbie is fast asleep on
his literature book .
"Wake up!" yelps the teacher. "And
stop drooling on that book!" The class
laughs. Ebbie 1s embarrassed. The
teacher continues his lecture, and Ebbie
nods off again .
With another clap, the picture switches
to McDonalds restaurant. The Ghost
turns up the volume on Ebbie' muttenng
at the McDonald 's grill. " I hate flipping
burgers! I hate flipping burgers! I hate
flipping burgers!" The screen switches
to Ebb1e working in the lobby area. "I
hate sweeping floors! I hate sweeping
floorsl I hate sweep1ng floors!" Then
there's Ebbie cleaning the men 's rest
room . " There's no place like home!
There's no place l1ke home! There's no
place like home!"
"All nght! All right!" Ebb1e sees the
Ghost's po1nt. ''I'm cranky around my
fnends. I'm getting bad grades. I fall
asleep in class. I hate my job. So what?"
The Ghost, enraged, picks up the
Snickers bar and motions to throw it at
Ebbie. Ebbie is so startled. he starts to
hie-up.
" Okay! Okay! I'll tell you the truth!
(hie) I seem kind of depressed. (h1c) My
psychology teacher told us that depressed people (hie) always complain to
get sympathy from others. (hie) Maybe
that's why I'm (hie) stay~ng up late. too.
He says that depressed people stay up
late to (hie) make up for their underachievement, and the more people stay
(hie) up late, the more they get depressed . And, Mr. Ghost, (hie) did you
know that..."
But the ghost had left after the th1rd
" hie." Ebbie returns to U.S Pres1dents
and their relationship with extra-terrestrial bread molds. But again, his forehead squishes comfortably on the Snickers bar. He's fast asleep again.

"W
ake up!" Ebbie peers over his
homework assignment to find yet another Ghost materializing in his room .
This Ghost. a droopy-eyed, hunched
over, emaciated man. is next to his desk.
hovering above the floor. Ebbie breathes
a sigh of relief as 1-Je recalls that his great.
great, great, great grandfather had it
much worse. The last Ghost he saw was
a skeleton.
"Future?" Ebbie wonders out loud.
The Ghost of Ebbie's late- night future
nods and feebly claps his bony hands.
The TV set lights up. Ebbie sees himself
sitting on a chair in a carpeted office
with white walls. It is a sterile, depressing college clinic.
Ebbie is speaking with a middle-aged
man with a receding hairline. The nameplate on the man 's desk bears a long
name, followed in smaller letters by the
words "Psychiatric Counselor."
" ... So I just can't put my finger on it,"
Ebbie is saying. "I never feel like doing
my work ; I have no energy, and I can't
concentrate at my job. But the odd thing
is I sleep a I ::>t. I just never seem to get
enough sleep. l never thought I'd do so
badly in college. I've never failed a
course in my life. It's just that-"
"Stop! Stopl" Ebbie interrupts, turning
off the TV. "This is terrible! Why are you
doing this to me?"
The Ghost does nothing but stare at
poor tried Ebbie.
" I don't want to end up like that! What
should I do?"
The Ghost continues to stare. "Come
on! Tell me what to do! It's not fair t o
come here and show me what's going to
happen to me without telling me what 1
can do!"
The G host sighs and breaks his char-

acter. "Okay! Okay! " the Ghost concedes. He removes h1s hood and displays a face that looks remarkably like
Marcus Welby, M.D. " First, what do you
still have to do for your homework tomorrow?"
"A geometry assignment, an English
essay and a history test. "
"Can you get away with not turning
them in?"
" Well , yeah, I guess I can explain the
situatution to my geometry and English
teachers."
"And the history test?"
" No way. I can't get out of that."
" Okay. Put everything else as1de and
g1ve yourself half an hour w1th your history notes. No more procrastinating!
And 1f you're going to stay up studying
th1s late. you've got to 011 your machine
properly. No more of this stuff!" The
Ghost peels the half-eaten Snickers bar
from Ebb1e's forehead.
"And no coffee. Sugar and caffeine
only give you a surge of energy for
awh1le, but after the f1rst effects are
gone, you have less energy than you d1d
originally. Try something healthy like
fruit . non-sugary cereal or dark bread.
And do a few exercises like push-ups,
Sit-ups and jumping Jacks to get your
blood going."
" So, I'll do great on my history test.
right?"
" Well. actually, if you ever want a shot
at a good grade, you'll have to play your
cards right tomorrow. Do some son of
exerc1se to get your blood pumping in
the morning, eat a decent breakfasttoast and juice if nothing else , and instead of getting a ride to school, walk to
the bus stop. Walking will cause onethird of your circulation to go through
your legs and not your heart. Yo u'll feel
better because your heart will not tire
out as qu1ckly."
"Anything else?"
" Yes, from now on , watch your sleep
patterns on weekends. Sleeping very
late on Saturday and Sunday mornings
shifts your internal clock . When you
wake up at 6:30 on Monday morning,
you may as well be waking up at 3 am .
"And by all means. see a counselor!"
"A counselor? But 1... " Before Ebbie
can finish his sentence, the Ghost fades
from the room .
"Just db it! " the Ghost's vo1ce echoes.
Ebbie does some Jumping jacks, sits
down with an apple, studies for half an
hour and decides that rest is now the key
to doing well on the test. He goes to bed.

T uesday morning, 6:15am. Ebbie decides to wake up fifteen minutes earlier
than usual this morning to fix breakfast.
He crawls out of bed , does five push- us
and jogs in place for thirty seconds. He
bangs his head into a wall three times,
and decides never to do it again .
He eats eggs and peanut butter yogurt
and drinks a glass of orange juice. He
leaves the house and walks three blocks
to the bus stop.
At school, he meets with his counselor
who gives him a lecture on using time
more efficiently. Although Ebbie is extremely bored by the lecture, he does
not fall asleep, and even remembers
some of the important points
" Hey, Ebbie!" his friend Jose calls to
him before third period. "Wanna go to
Burger King at fifth and sixth period?"
" Yeah, sure, I'd ... " but then the 1mages
of the three Ghosts flash into Ebbie's
mind. "Uh. well, no: that's okay I don't
feel like going out today " Ebb1e heads
to his class, but then turns ba ck to h1s
friends. "Merry Chnstmas. Jose!" Fortunately for Ebbie. nobody heard him
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TEEN SEXUALITY

I had to decide, either
sex or her, I chose ...
Profile of a teenaged
couple
by Lorna Bates

HIM
1 II love Tont no matter what That's
why sex isn t as tmportant to me as 11
used to be When Toni and I started
datmg, 1 had no p lans to have sex w tth
her. But I dtd thmk about 11.
1was sexua lly acttve before we dated,
but it was never a big deal. It was only as
tmportant as I let it be. When Toni told
me she wasn't ready, I satd fine. I knew I
had to decide between sex or her. I
chose her.
At school. " the boys" would ask me tf
we'd done It yet. When I satd no. they'd
say things like:
"Man, tf Tont wouldn't give it, forget it."
"Yeah, what's wrong with you?"
"He's just dumb. That's all. "
I got to thinkmg, " Yeah, why don 't I?"
We had always been honest with each
other, so 1 told her. I said I thought it'd

enhance ou r re lationship But I knew
how she fe lt It was JUSt that I had to ta lk
it out w tth myself. but actual ly say it to
her.
Tom had to keep telling me "no" fo r me
to realize how special sex really 1s fo r us
not to take 11 lightly.
A lthou gh my fnen ds teased me about
it, they came to me alo ne and said,
" Max, even th ough I don't say it. I respect you." That makes me feel good.
Through all o f thts, I've grown up a lot.
It's crazy. I respect Ton1 so muc h now. A
lot o f it is the person she is- goal onented. caring. But a lot of it is because
she was strong enough not to give in.
Rtght now I'm the only one in my
group of friends not sexually active. But
as they say, " It's lonely at the top."

HER
"The stuff was tight. " That's what my
ex-boyfriend told Max about me so that
Max wouldn't go out with me. I couldn 't
believe it! What he meant was that intercourse didn't go well between us. How
would he know? I never had sex with
anybody.
But 11 didn 't work. Max and I have

been going together for a year now
Smce then, nothmg has changed . No
sex. I'm only 17 years old. I just had my
first k tss when I was 16
Why? Because I wanted 11 to be with
someone specia l. If you think I'm having
sex a year later. you gotta be crazy! Most
people thmk it's mevttable since Max
and I are in love. But right now, it isn't a
pnority.
How does Max feel about lhts? In the
beginning , he wasn't too turned on by it
smce he was sexual ly acttve, but he
accepted how I felt. Of course, " hts
boys" asked him what the deal was. He
told them he cared more for me than for
sex.
But later on , I could tell he really did
want it. He said he wanted more intimacy to show me his love in another
way. But he always said he didn't want to
pressure me. He just felt the need to be
honest. I told him I understood, but I still
stood firm on my feeling5'.
Pretty soon, he got this "I don't care
what people say" attitude. I was happy
because I felt more self-assured about
my decision. I really thought I might
lose him. But one day, unexpectantly,
Max thanked me.
He said he felt more sexually mature.
He felt proud that our relationship

worked well without it.
Now it's prom time. Naturally, everybody's wondering who will be sleepmg
w ith whom on prom ntght. But Max and I
have already d iscussed it. We know that
we won't that n tght. But maybe someday
wewtll.

Sexual Peer Counselors
Mt. Sinat Hosp1tal will repeat its peer
counselmg course on sexuality m late
August. The course lasts ftve days.
Interested teens should write Lea
Redmond , 2720 W. 15th St. (K ilng-206) .
Chicago 60608. Include a phone number where you can be reached.

1-800-4-CALL US
Searching for Answers?
Maybe you 're pregnant. Or your girlfriend's pregnant. You might be a mother
or father already. Maybe you're feeling
pressured to have sex. If you're a teen
-ager search in g for answers, Parents
Too Soon can help.

Trip to
gynecologist
not scary at all

Photo by Alexander Chaparro

The following is reprinted from the March
1985 issue of New Youth Connections

By Courtney Goodloe
A lot of you young women out there
know it's time for a gynecological exam,
but you may be procrastinating because
m your mind you picture a gynecologist
as a male monster getting patd for the
sole purpose of torturing unsuspecting
young women .
I c an understand your being frightened by this unfamiliar experience.
There are lo ts o f myths and misinformation arou nd I kno w, because 1 have
heard all the tales
But there 1s no reason to be fnghtened. I've been through the exam, and I
can tell you what tts real ly like.
Ftrst of all. you must know th at once
you begtn menstruatt o n and particu larly
when you become sexually active, 1t ts
essenttal to see a gynecologtsl at least
every SIX months Dunng and after adolescence, a wom an·s body goes through
a num ber o f c hanges requtnng spec1al
care, because a n umber of thtngs can go
wrong A gynecologtst, a phystctan who
has been spectally trained in the spec tal
heal th problems o f women knows how
to look for these problems and help prevent them
I began menstruatton when I was 10-
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years-old. The experience was not traumatic because my mother had explained
what would happen.
My mo ther also explained the gynecologist's examination in detail, hoping
to put my mmd at ease. Well, it didn 't
help I was terrified . I told her I didn 't
want any strange doctor digging into
and feeling around inside of me. I tried
to convince her that I could take care of
myself without a stranger telling me
about my body- to no avail.
When I hit 15, we hit the monster's
office. My mother tried to comfort me by
telling me that he was her gynecologist,
and he was gentle and kind . It didn't
help at all.
When we got there we checked in with
the receptionist and sat down in a stylish
and comfortable wai tmg room There
were a lo t o f o ther wo men waiting. So I
made sure th at I let my mo ther know we
co uld make 1t another ttme if she dtdn 't
feel like wat tmg.
When the recept tonist sent us into the
doctor's offtce, my mother came m with
m e so I woul dn't cause a scene. Then
" the monster" came mto th e room My
mother explamed that this was my first
gynecologtcal exam and that I was a little nervous What an understatement!
She also told hu·n she wanted to talk
seri ously abo ut my gett ing birth control.
The doctor explatned what wo uld go
on during the exam. He made me feel
com fortable wtth hts easy-go tng manner Then he asked me some perso nal

questions that he promtsed to not tell my
mother about if I didn 't want him to. I
told him there was no need to keep anythmg from her since she was very understanding.
My gynecologist (by now he was my
gynecologist) asked me if I was sexually
active, when I began to menstruate, how
long my periods lasted and if my flow
was heavy.
Then came the big question: What
method of birth control did I think I
would feel most comfortable with? He
explained the different methods and their
effectiveness.
I figured the pill would be my best bet.
He said that after the exam he could
determine what type to prescribe.
Now cc::me the moment I'd been dreading. The nurse brought me into the
examination room and told me to undress and to put on the paper robe. She
lett the office, and I was left alone with
my terror. I sat on the contraption that
I'd been told was the examination table.
The nurse returned, this time with her
fine friend . She was there because the
gynecologist is male, and by law a female nurse must be present.
First the doctor examined my breast,
checked for lumps, swelling or pain. He
also showed me how to check on my
own. This is a good thing for women to
do regularly as a check for breast cancer.
Next, I was told to lie down on the
examinatio n table, knees bent and legs
spread. He said to put my feet onto the
metal stirrups at the fo o t o f th e table. All
the ttme he was talk ing, making jo kes
and making me feel co mfortable.
The m ost uncom fo rtabl e part o f the
exam was sitti ng dtsrobed w1th my legs
wtde open But aft er a while I even go t
used to that. My gynecologtsts (I now
trusted h tm ) examm ed my vulva, ureth ra
and the outstde o f my vagtn a. Then he
gave m e an internal pelvic exam , wht ch
1s necessary because the uterus, ovaries
and fallo ptan tubes cannot be examined
externally. He told me to relax It wouldn 't
hurt, he said, although I mtght be a ltttle
uncomfortable. Using a speculum, he
exammed my cervix and the mside of my

vagma for unusual color or discharge
and any tissues or cysts which could be
a sign of some dtseases.
All this wasn 't so bad at all. It was a
little uncomfortable at first, but once I let
myself relax , my muscles weren 't so
tense and it didn't bother me at all.
Actually, the key to going through the
exam is to relax because that makes the
insertion of any instrument like the speculum easier.
Wh_en my gynecologist finished the
speculum exam , he gave me a pap smear.
He took something that looked like a
0-tip and inserted it into my vagina to
scrape cell tissue from the cervix. This is
then sent to the lab to determine if there
are any abnormal cells that would show
a pre-cancerous condition . He explained
that sexually active women should have
a pap smear once a year. The pap smear
didn't hurt at all (surprise, surprise) .
The next step was a bimanual vaginal
exam to examine internal organs. The
doctor put on a thin rubber glove and
lubricated his finger with a lubricating
jelly. He inserted two fingers into my
vagina and placed his other hand on my
lower abdomen so he could feel the size,
shape and position of my uterus, overies
and fallopian tubes to see if there was
any unusual swelling , tenderness or
growths.
I really relaxed when I found out that
my first gynecological exam was over.
My gynecologist and the nurse left the
room~o I could get dressed. Whtle I was
dressing, I thought: " So thts is what tt's
about. It was no where near as bad as I'd
antictpated. There was no reason to be
as ndiculo usly fri ghtened as I was "
I went bac k 1nto my gynecologist's
o ffice and he told me I was in perfect
condttion. He satd he wo uld send me the
results from the lab. He wrote o ut the
prescription fo r my bi rth contro l ptlls
and said he would see me in another six
m onths. He satd to ca ll and make an
appointm ent if I had any problems
My mother and I lett, and on the way
h ome I satd, " Mommy, you were nght, it
wasn't so bad."
She said, "Aren 't I always?"

kin, eyes, weight, hormoneshey all influence your feelings ..
Skin
"Psychological stress aggravates any skin problem." Dr. Iris
Aronson, University of Ullnols/
Chicago.

Q. So what can I do about
acne besides crying?

By Tracey Deutsch, Etoi Garrison, Margo Crawford
How would you describe yourself psychologically?
Cocky? Nervous? Moody? Bashful? Calm? Aggressive?
Confident?
How would you describe yourself physically?
Underweight? Muscular? Sexy? Bright-eyed? Clear-skinned?
Curly-headed?
If you 're nervous or irritable, is it because you 're underweight?
If you're clear-skinned, is it because you're calm?
If you 're moody, is it because of your sexual(hormone) cycles?
In other words, does your body affect your feelings? And do
your feelings affect your body? That's what the questions on the
next three pages are all about-the link between your physical
health and your mental health.

A. Your feelings about your
appearance are very importan t,
and so you need to spend time
and do whatever it takes to solve
the problem .
For severe cases, teens can
use prescribed antibiotics ,
which will decrease the amount
of oil manufactured by skin
cells. For especially severe
cases, Accutane, a modified
form of Vitamin A, is effective,
although rt may have severe
side efffects and can only be
used under a doctor's supervrsion.
Those whose family cannot
afford the expense of a dermatologist's treatment, can call
633-6610, tor an appointment
with doctors at the Fantus Clinic
or Cook County Hospital. Fees
are paid on a sliding scale at the
clinic, and those who are on
public aid are given free treatment and prescriptions.

a. My acne isn 't senous
enough for a doctor, but I'd like
some suggestions on how to
keep my skin looking good.
A. In general, the habits that
keep you healthy also give you
better skin. Cleansing your skin
twice a day is especially important. Anxiety can make you
break out, so it's a good idea to
avoid caffeine in pop and coffee. If you use an over-thecounter acne medication, make
sure it has less than 10% benzoyl peroxide so your skin won't
become dry. If you need to use
a moisturizer or any cosmetic,
use only water-based ones .

a. People keep telling me to
avoid chocolate in order to clean
up my skin. Will this really
make a difference?
A. Whether chocolate affects
your skin depends on your own
body chemistry. If you notice
that eating a certarn food makes
your sk in break out, for instance, then it makes sense to
avord that food. If you have an
unidentified allergy, then see a
dermatoligist for tests so you
know what you should and
shouldn't eat. See question #1
for information on how to find a
dermatologist if you don't have
one.

a. I like having a good tan,
but all this talk about skin cancer takes away some of my
pleasure. Is this talk true?
(Continued on page 8)

\'t<AREN'S ALWAYS GETTINq
ME IN TROUBLE ...""'

'~ . THAT'S Wl-1'( MY FATHER ~ATES

IT WHEN WE GO OJT TOGETHER

Phone

home
on a
public

e.
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LOOK GOOD/FEEL GOOD

·

.. and , your feelings ..
(Skin-continued)

A. There are almost 500,000
new cases of skin cancer being
reported each year, according
to Dr. Allan Lorince, professor
of Dermatology at the University of Chicago, most of them
caused by prolonged exposure
to the sun and sunburn . Exposure to the sun can cause
changes inside skin cells. Because young skin cells multiply
rapidly and over a long period
of time, any damage from the
sun is increased.
To avoid sunburn, you can
either purchase sun blocks and
use them as directed or avoid
sunning between 10am and
3pm , when the sun is at its
strongest. Enjoy having a good
tan, but know you're getting it in
a way that's safe.

a. Are there any special cosmetics or soaps that will keep
my skin healthy and attractive?
A. Water-based moisturizers
and cosmetics are less likely to
make your skin break out than
oil-based ones, although they
may be more expensive. Using
only cleansers, and no soap,
may give the sk1n a "waxy" appearance.
If your skin reacts to some
cosmetics, you may want to use
a hypo-allergenic product.
These products don 't contain
any fragrance and are usually
marked as being " hypoallergenic" or "frangrance free. "

a.

I have this red blotch on
my hand. It's not painful, but is
it dangerous?
A. Any dramatic change in
your skin, suc h as unexplained
pain or bruises, should be
c hecked with a dermatologist.
See question #1 for information
on how to get a dermatologist if
you don't have one.
If the appearance of the blotch
still bothers you , dermatologists
can also treat cosmetic skin
problems such as birth marks
and warts.

Free
Pregnancy
Testing
•
•
•
•

Test results while you wait
All services confidential
Convenient appointments
2-4 hour hotline

Hormones {Female)
"In the last ten years, society
has recognized the fact that
female sexuality includes not
only the menstrual cycle, but
often times the pre-menstrual
syndrome (PMS) as well. " Dr.
Joan Palmer, clinical gynecologist, University of Chicago
Medical Center.

a.

I am often depressed because my body is changing,
and I feel I have no control. 1
can't even control my moods.
What should I do?

Some months, I feel tense
and irritable when my period is
due. Why?

A. See a doctor. A common
treatment is progesterone, but
not every woman needs progesterone. It often takes a doctor
two or three months (several
menstrual cycles) before the
doctor can arrive at the drug
that relieves the pain .

A. The changing levels of
hormones and the added water
stored in a woman's body may
cause nervous tension . Once
her period begins, the physical
causes that prompt i rregularities should end. Doctors advise
women to keep active and keep
their minds off of themselves.

a. Should I use aspirin to
relieve cramps?

a. Does exercise help relieve
cramps?

A. Aspirin or aspirin-based
drugs such as Bufferin stop
prostaclandins, which cause
cramps, from being released.
Aspirin should be taken before
menstruation begins. The timing is most important because
as soon as cramp-causing prostaglandins are released, the
uterus contracts and cramps
begin . Once the cramps start,
aspirin is not very helpful.

A. Regular, vigorous exercise
may help cramps as well as rid
the body of extra water weight
and abdominal tension. The
best exercises are walking,
swimm ing or bicycling. Experts
aren't sure why exercise helps,
but they believe it has an effect
on hormones.

A . When a young woman eats
unhealthy foods that she craves,
she takes the chance of overindulging and possibly experiencing fainting spells, fatigue and
headaches. To relieve the cravings, be sure to eat something
every three hours during the
PMS period so that blood sugar
levels remain high and the craving is reduced .

a. Does every woman have
the pre-menstrual syndrome?
How do I know if I do?

There is no laboratory test for
making the diagnosis and no
proven treatment. If you suspect that you have PMS, ask
yourself two questions: Do the
symptoms recur each month
just before your period? And
do these conditions disrupt your
life?

a. How can sufferers of PMS
relieve symptoms like backaches, breast tenderness and
fatigue?

a.

Do you gain weight if you
use the pill?
A. No, you do not necessarily
gain weight. The biggest side
effect of the pill is blood clots
which are more likely to occu;
to women over 35.

a.

Can my weight or diet
affect my cycle?
A. An excessive overweight
or underweight condition can
alter the body's normal balance

Everyone has questions
about sex

SOUTH
735-2162
7905 S. Cicero Ave.
(Scottsdale Shopping Center)

Q
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a. How important is it for
males to have regular exams of
their sexual organs?
A. It is not as crucial as it is
for women. Male organs are
external and are usually part of
general physical examinations.

a. Males aren't comfortable
discussing problems related to
their sexuality with one another.
Does this effect their health, ·
physically and psychologically?
A. Since, sometimes, physical irregularities can occur, it is
important to be able to share a
problem without feeling embarrassed. Not being able to do so,
may help create a sense of denial and may cause much inner
discomfort. Teens have strong
need for a healthy, mature expression of their sexual experience. Finding an older male
whom you respect is one way to
open the opportunity fo this
sharing.

a.

Does penis size make a
difference in terms of abilities
to have and enjoy sex?

A. No. But it's something
most boys worry about at some
point, mostly because they don't
know the facts about penis development. Penis growth begins and ends at different times
for different men. Noticeable
changes don 't happen all at
once, either. First the testicles
grow. Later on the penis grows
in length and then in width . It
usually takes severa l years to
reach its mature size.

a. I know masturbation isn't
harmful. But wouldn't it use up
all your sperm?

Hormones {Male)
" Women 's cycles are clearly
influenced by hormones. Men 's
body rhythms are probably controlled by hormones too, but in
a much less obvious way." Dr.
James Mitchell, Gynecologist
at the University of Chicago
Medical Center.
·

a.

Do male hormones give
men the same mood swings
that women experience?
A. . Some men feel mood
swings, probably caused by hormones. Like women, in order to
control these unexpected feelings, they should realize that
they are not mentally off balance, but simply being affected
by their body's chemistry.

A. No. It isn't possible to run
out of sperm. A male's testicles
manufacture sperm cells constantly from puberty on. No
matter how often one ejaculates, the average man will have
millions of sperm cells to spare.

a.

Do hormones cause men
to act "macho?"
A. No, it's peer pressure and
the images in movies and TV
that encourage males to act
aggressively. More an<:l more,
the "macho man " is only putting on a show for himself. The
times are rapidly changing.

a.

Why does my mother always say, ':4 growing boy must
eat right?"
A. Your hormo nal system
works properly when you eat
properly. During adolescence,
hormones are responsible for
adequate sexual development.

Do you need information on ...
•
•
•
•

Pregnancy
AIDS, Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Birth C011trol
Safe reproductive health care

Convenient
Locations
Crisis Pregnancy Center
LOOP
263-1576
185 N. Wabash
(Lak~ &Wabash)

a.

a. Before my period begins, I
crave sugary sweets. Does my
surrending to cravings cause
my body more problems?

A. The best encourageement
is to realize that the development is going to be slow, and
there 's no way to quicken it.
And know that it will end by age
eighteen or nineteen .

A. PMS is fairly easily identified. The typical symptoms are
craving food, feeling irritable or
sad , breaking out, feeling bloated and getting headaches.
What is hard to determine is
whether a specific woman has a
serious case of PMS.

and result in menstrual cycle
irregularity. Crash diets that
cause dramatic loss of weight
and especially those that do not
have bread , fruit and vegetables, milk and other dairy products, and meat or other protein are risky. But a moderate,
supervised diet should have little of no effect on your cycle.

Call
Planned Parenthood's HOTLINE

781~9560
Monday- Saturday 9-5

,..,
"
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HEALTH OCCUPATIONS

OFFICE OCCUPAnONS

• Respiratory Therapy Technician • Accounting
• Medical Assistant
• Stenography
• Medical laboratory Technician • Executive Secretary
• legal Secretary
• Medical Secretary
WORD PROCESSING INCLUDED IN OFFICE RELATED PROGRAMS
• Financial Assistance Available For Qualifying Students
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Confidential • Reliable • Professional
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..influence your health ..
Eyes
"Since our eyes are the most
and psychologically
rtant part of our bodies, we
hould feel as good about them
s we possibly can. " Dr. TimMcMahon of the Univerity of lllinios Medical Center.

A . Some people have allergic
ions to eye cosmetics.
, normally, when properly
, eye cosmetics are not
armful to the eyes. Mascara
nd eyeliner should be properly
lied in order to keep the
ke-up out of the eye itself.

a.

What are the risks of
·xtended Ware contact l~nses?
A . Extended Ware lenses,
hich can be worn full-time, 24rs-a-day for many days,
ave recently been critized fo~
using infection, allergic rese and inflammations relting from a toxic type reonse. Because blood vessels
grow in the normally clear
:ornea, such infections can acually destroy the eye. To be on
safe side, avoid Extended
lenses until they are better

contact

Put On

A. "It is suspected that the
risk associated with daily wear
con tact lenses is somewhere in
the neighborhood of .5 percent," according to Dr. T imothy
McMahon, an eye specialist at
the Univerity of Illinois. If you
follow care instructions, you can
safely wear contact lenses. The
rules are: the lenses must be
fitted by .a specialist; contat
lenses must be cleaned before
insertion and upon removal ; and
both eyes and lenses must be
checked regularly by a doctor.

a.

When I spend the night at
my friend's house, I sometimes
forget the fluid for my lenses. Is
it really harmful to my eyes
when I wet the contacts in my
mouth?
A. Putting contacts in the
mouth instead of using fluids , is
just as bad as rubbing them on
the floor. It's not good hygiene.

a.

Besides having regular
check-ups, should you also take
care of your eyes by using eye
drops and vitamin supplements?
A. It is not necessary. Nature
has provided systems with their
own protective systems like
tears and blinking.

a. How much noise is too
much for the ear?

A . The answer to this question involves a knowledge of
decibels or dB. Noises over 140
dB may cause pain to the ear.
And long exposure to noises
over 70 dB may eventually cause
a loss of hearing. A soft whisper
is 30 dB; conversational speech
is 66 dB; busy traffic is 75; the
subway is 90 and musical headsets turned to the max imum
volume approaches a level
greater than 90 dB. Therefore,
hearing experts advise against
continually listening to a headset as well as playing music at a
high volume.

a.

Now, I don 't blast music in
my ears anymore. Will my ears
restore themselves if they have
been damaged?
A. No, very little improvement may be expected since
the damage to the ear's sense
organs is irreversible. However,
there is usually no further damage once a person removes himself from the noise or, in your
case, removes the musical noise
from the ears.

a.

How should ear wax be
handled?
A. Large amounts of earwax
sometimes build up In the ear.
But a person may push wax
farther Into the ear If he tries to
This may injure the

The PANS'" 'For The

will be never be eas1er than 1t IS
now to lose weight As you
grow older, your eatmg patterns
become hab1ts as d1ff1cult to
break as smoking.

ear canal and damage the eardrum. Plugs of wax should be
removed only by a doctor. Never
stick hairpins, matches or other
small objects into the ear. They
may break the skin, causing
infection and pain.

a.

What is a person's ideal
weight? How do you know how
underweight or overweight you
are?
A. A rough ru le of thumb is: If
you are a male, you should
weigh 11 0 pounds for the first
f ive feet, and five pounds for
each additional inch. For females, the rule is 100 potJnds
for the first five feet and five
pounds for each additional inch.
Th is ideal weight derived from
medica l charts allows more
pounds than the " perfect sizes"
shown in televis ion and magazines advertising.

Weight
"When you feel better about
yourself, you have the power to
make yourself look better-to
solve your weight problem." Dr.
Richard Burnstine, pediatrician.

a.

Is it possible that I inherited fat?
A. There is some evidence
that fat is inherited. That means
that teens who have overweight
parents may have to be even
more concerned about eating
low caloric food and exercising
than teens that have no genetic
tendency toward being overweight.

a.

Can an over-eating pattern
become a lifetime habit?
A. When people are obese at
an early age, they tend to remain overweight as adults.
Teenagers should know that
with proper diet and exercise it

p~

a. Does fast food really make
you fat?
A. Fast food restaurants can't
give you everything needed for
a good daily diet, though they
serve many items that can be
balanced into a healthy diet,
like hamburgers, tortillas and
french fries.
Teenagers have a tendency to
eat too much fast food, and,
therefore, consume more fat
and carbohydrates than protein.
Fast food is not the most balanced diet, but can be nutritional if eaten in moderation.
The American Academy of
Pediatrics Committee on Nutrition recommends replacing soft
drinks and shakes with milk or
fruit juice, sharing french fries
and removing part or all of the
bun. Also, it's good to make use
of the salad bar.
(Continued on Page 10)
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LOOK GOOD/FEEL GOOD

.. and reflect your smile
"We see big psychological changes in
people who feel better about their smile
and their teeth ... " Dr. Paul Fischl, University of Illinois at Chicago

a. Does it matter what kind of
toothbrush I use? (hard or soft)?

(weight continued)

a. Is weight-lifting a quick
and easy way to lose weight?

A. Softer brushes won't tear
your gums, but they won 't
scrape off as much plaque as
hard brushes. There are "combination " brushes on the market
now with soft bristles on the
outside and harder ones on the
tnside. These are probably the
best to use.

A. Weight-lifting ,is an exercise that works against resistance. It tones fat more than it
reduces fat. Exercises like walking, bike riding and aerobic exercises are better because they
involve more movement of the
body.

a.

You keep talking about
going to the dentist. Is this going
:o cost me a lot of money?

a.

In order to cut down on
fat, what should I avoid when
reading the content of products?
A. Products with coconut,
palm kernel, cottonseed, sesame seed, peanut and olive oil
should be avoided more than
soybean, corn, sunflower and
canola oil. Also remember fish
is better than hamburgers and
steaks. All fats are fattening,
but some are more healthful
than others. The trick is when
you do eat fat, eat food that has
as little saturated fat as possible.

a.

Is slow metabolism a cause
of obesity? Or is it just an
excuse?
A. Slow metabolism can
cause obesity if you do not go
the extra mile by exercising and
careful eating . It is easier for
people with slow metabolisms
to gain weight because their
bodies burn calories slowly.

Teeth
a. I've always wanted the
white teeth that people on commercials have. Is there anything I can do?

sues is not very dark, there is no
reason to be concerned . But if
bleeding happens frequently,
make sure you see your dentist
as soon as possible.

A. Well , you can 't make your
teeth any whiter, but by brushing and flossing you can keep
them brighter. If you really hate
brushing and flossing, then buy
any of the new flouride rinses
that are available over-thecounter. It is especially important that you brush or floss after
eating something sugary or
sticky. If your teeth decay easily, you may want to ask your
dentist about "sealants," a
method which involves painting
the teeth to prevent cavities.

a. Do I have to brush and
floss while I have braces?
A. It's difficult, but, yes, you
should brush in as many places
as you can . You may want to try
an electric toothbrush or a Water
Pick. Teenagers tend to have
more of a problem with tooth
decay than older people do so
it's important that you clean
your teeth as much as you can
during this time of your life.

a.

I clean my teeth pretty
regulary, but sometimes my
gums bleed. Should I be worried?
A. If it only happens occasionally, and the blood that is-

A . If your family has dental
insurance, you can have your
teeth professionally cleaned at
no charge. Since dentistry is
expensive, you may want to look
into the Schools of Dentistry at
Loyola University (531-4200), at
the University of Illinois/Chicago (996-7555) or Northwes~
ern University (908-5950).
These schools provide low cost
care. "Teens with part-time jobs
can affford the cost of their own
treatment at the U . of I.," says
Marilyn Crnich , a clerk at the
clinic . The dental clinic at U of I
will take financial status Into
account when billing and has a
monthly payment schedule. The
Department of Health's Dental
Hotline (744-3187) is also able
to help teens find affordable
dental care.

a. I 've avoided going to the
dentist because I'm afraid it will
hurt.
A. Due to technological advances in the kinds of drills,
anasthetics and needles used,
"modern dentistry is virtually
painless," says Richard Asa,
spokeperson for the American
Dental Association . Although
drilling is sometimes necessary,
it can go much faster and be
less painful than you may remember.

Hair
"If you're happy with your hair,
you project a positive, healthy
image of yourself." Lisa Obermeir of Pivot Point.

a.

Is there really such a thing
as healthy hair?
A. "Hair is like a fabric; it
should be handled carefully and
delicately, according to Lisa
Obermeier of Pivot Point.
"Generally, the products on
the market can be used daily or
three times a week depending
on your schedule and how active you are. You can tell when
your hair is healthy by the way
that it feels and how it looks.
"It your hair is chemically processed, it you have perms or if
your hair is colored, you should
have it done by a professionalsomeone who is licensed to
perm or color and will make
sure that the product is used
properly."

a.

I don't have a lot of money
to spend on a hairdresser. How
can I improve my hair without
spending a fortune?
A. Generally, males should
see a barber or beautician every
four-to-eight weeks because
their hair generally grows faster
than a girl's. Girls should visit a
hairdresser every two months.
If you don't have much money
to spend on professional care,
you can go to a hairdresser for a
consultation . "You can pay for
something as inexpensive as
washing your hair and getting it
conditioned ,"Obermeier said.
What is important is that you
talk to the hairdresser about the
condition of your hair. Use the
hairdresser's knowlege to improve your hair.

A. When you over-condition
your hair. it generally becomes
limp and it lacks body. Overconditiontng can be caused by
not rinsing properly after cond itioning or not following the manufacturer's directions. If a bottle
says that you should leave the
conditioner on your hair for one
minute, you shou ld follow those
directions.
Like the hair itself, a conditioner is composed of protein
and moisture to help make it
stronger. The conditioner gets
inside of the hair shaf1 and helps
to rebu ild hair.

a.

How is brushing helpful?

A. Brushing stimulates the
scalp and makes hair grow better. "You lose an average of 100
strands of hair a day. The hair
goes through stages in which
strands fall out and then regrow in the hair follicle. When
you see hair in your brush or
when you see hair in the drain
when you wash your hair, you
shouldn't really be alarmed,"
Obermeir explained.

a.

Does diet re.ally effect the
attractiveness of hair?
A. "It is extremely important
to have a healthy diet. One of
the first things that a doctor
asks about when you are sick is
hair loss.
" Diet determines how fast the
hair grows. When people are on
medication, their hair appears
dull. A hairdresser can tell when
a person is drinking excessive
amounts of caffeine because
.the hair is so sensitive to diet."
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STRESS

By Smita Lahiri

and my other relatives are always hounding me about my plans for the future.
They keep trying to frighten me by tellStress is definitely the most common health problem suffered by teens in
ing me all the terrible th ings that are
Chicago. More than 83 percent of seniors and juniors feel that they suffer
going to happen if I don 't make the
from serious stress, according to a NEW EXPRESSION survey of 110 teens.
proper plans soon. It's impossible for
Freshmen and sophomores don 't have it much easier. In spite of not having
me to deal with the problems of the
to cope with such problems as jobs and college admissions, over 72 percent of
present, and at the same time be conthe underclassmen in our survey say that they, too, face serious stress.
cerned about my future.
In order to portray this stress, NEW EXPRESSION asked four Chicago teens
So very often I take days off from
who agreed to write personal accounts of their stressful situation. We preschool to relax . But I find that I can
sented these personal accounts to three professional counselors who are
never relax because there are so many
trained to help people deal with the physical and mental effects of stress.
Here's what the teens wrote and what the counselors had to say.
things ahead of me to do. Sometimes,
when I'm worried about what lies ahead
questions dealing with "Hamlet," due of me, it comes out in my dreams. There
Naomi
that Friday. I also had tests to study for , are times when I have several nightmares in one night. At other times I find
in U. S. History, economics and analytic
I work three days a week at a depart- geometry.
that I can't concentrate on anything.
ment store f rom 3:15 to 6:30. By the time
I was staying up until1 :30 in the mornPsychologists' Report
I get home, I don 't have enough time or ing just sticking toothpicks together
energy to do much homework. The without having opened a book.
Steven is mentally·and physically exde!llands made of me at work , as well as
I was concerned about my grades; I hausted. He can't plan for the future
my homework, make me feel like I'm was ill-prepared for quizes and tests.
being pu lled arid st retched in different And I kept getting headaches that were because he can't see it as being any
different from the present. He should
directions.
very painful.
share his feelings with someone who will
I am not fully capable of doing everyMy doctor told me I was experiencing
th ing that seems to be expected of me at tension headaches. He told me to slow listen and give h im emotional support.
work. People are on my case about the down and try to relax . He also told me to Once he stops feeling stressed, he will
mistakes I make and my ignorance of take medicine for the " fal ling hair" I had be able to begin thinking about the
future.
certain things. Sometimes it makes me been suffering from .
feel so angry that I feel like bursting out
This time even medicine would not
at my supervisor. But I know that "burst- help. I was forced to work with my heading out" wouldn't make things any better. ache. After a time it became too much. I
I have been failing in my studies. It was just sick and groggy and wallowing
was very disturbing seeing my grades in self pity.
fall from A's and B's straight to D's. I can 't
Then I decided that it was time to
even use the weekends to catch up straig hten up. I started sm il ing and
because on Saturdays I attend classes at stopped thinking of everything that I had
the Art Institute and on Sundays alii can to do.
seem to do is lie around and watch TV.
I asked my English teacher if I could
Sometimes during the week just the hand in my "Hamlet" paper late, and she
thought of going to work or to school agreed, under the circumstances. I
makes me sick to my stomach . My dropped my recital and worked solely on
younger brother and sisters constantly my bridge and drawings at home; and I
get on my nerves, and I know that I yell at read my text for economics and U. S.
them a lot more than I used to.
History on the El going to and coming
Things are a little easier since I began from school.
using my study period and part of my
In the end I finished it all. But, on ly
lunch period at school to do homework. after I had established my limits and
I'm also resigned to not doing as well in started taking ca re of myse lf. I gained
school as I used to. Sometimes, though , se lf confiden ce and began smiling.
I think that in my attempt to get rid of
Once again I was enjoyi ng the little
stress that I've grown lazier than I used pleasures in life- a ni ce fami ly, good
to be, so maybe it isn 't a very good solu- friends and a warm bed.
tion -after all.

Krystina
The tension started when I allowed my
grades to go bad. I hadn't done very well
in school the previous year. And I really
didn't know what the problem was .
Perhaps it was all the other tensions
that complicated my situation that were
preventing me from getting good grades.
My social life was just starting to pick
up, and I had guys calling me up almost
every night and asking me if I had anything to do.
Of course, I did- homework-but that
was farthest from my mind. So I would
go out, neglecting my homework; obviously my grades suffered.
The next problem that worsened everything was the fact that my mother and I
weren't getting along very well , so whenever I was at home I would get into fights
with her. I would end up fighting or going out rather than doing my homework.
In school, my teachers told me that I
wasn 't applying myself to my work.
Occasionally I would come home enthusiastic and eager to do my homework, and , instead, I would get into
{Continued on Page 19)

Is a

Psychologists' Report
Naomi's over-heavy schedule is making too many demands on her, causing
irritability and tension. Naomi has certain choices ahead of her. She must
decide which is more important-her
grades or her job, and she needs to
reschedule herself according to that.
Her first priority shou ld be to her education , since that is her road to success in
the future.
If, on the other hand, she decides that
both her job and her grades are very
important, she must manage her time
more efficiently. She co uld work out a
realistic study schedule on Saturdays
and Sundays-and she cou ld continue
using her lunch and study periods, as
well as the El or the bus.

Cecelia
My first serious experience with stress
started a couple of weeks ago when I
had to build an earthquake-proof structure for a sc hool competition . The competition was on Thursday, and w e had
only six days t o build the structure out of
toothpicks.
Along with the competition, I had
three drawings due for drafting (arc hi tecture) and an eight-page booklet of

Psychologist's Report
Cecilia's problems stemmed from having too many pressures at one partic ular
time. She actually became physically ill
before she realized that the tasks could
only be accomplished by deciding which
prog rams she would stay with and which
ones she was willing to drop and then
planning her time more effectively. She
gave herself good counsel and managed
to solve her problems by herself.

Steven
The problems I have all seem to contribute to make me feel inferior. And so I
haven't been able to make up my mind
about what I'm going to do in the future.
Whenever I get home from my parttim e job at a grcoery store, I have to face
my mother. If anything is bothering her, I
always hear abo ut it. Sometimes it isn't
about me (although most of the time it
is) . Even then, I'm bored li stening to her
and 1 find it hard to be polite and considerate. .
Since my parents are divorced, I also
have to go to my father's home. When
I'm there, I'm forced to speak t o him, and
that isn't always a pleasant experience
ei ther.
All my elders- my mother, my father
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Youth Health Services

Rush-Presbyterian Adolescent
Family Planning, 1725 W. Harrison , Suite #436; Mon., Tues.,
Th urs. Fri ., 9 am .-5 pm ., closed
Wed .; provides counseli ng and
medical services , family planning, free pregnancy testing ,
pre-natal care , delivery of babies at hospital; b irth control for
those 20 years old and younger,
pregnancy testing for those 19
years old and younger; confidential. (942-6067)

North
Lakeview Health Center, 2849

W. Clark; cost based on income,
8 am.-4 pm .; counseling , medical services, sexuality counseling, free family planning ; WIC
program , dental services; confidential. (327-7185)
Erie Teen Clinic, 1303 N . Ashland; cost based on income, 10
am .-6 pm.; counseling, medical
services, sexuality counse ling,
pregnancy testing , STD testing ,
nutrition counseling, will see
children of teens; confidential.
(278-2850)
Interventions/Counterpoint,
2043 N . Sheffield; cost based on
income, Intake hours: 8 am.-4
pm ., 24hr emergency service
available ; drug and alcohol
treatment for males only, cannot be' taking medication (vaiIUm, thorsine, etc.) ; co nfidential; 24 hr. hotline for gettin g
info and talking to staff members. (549-8388)
Transitional Living , 3179 N .
Broadway; cost based on Income, 10 am.-6 pm.; serves Lincoln Park, Lakev1ew, Edgewater
and Uptown , provides cou nseling, food . med1cal services and
fam ily plannmg; helps runaways
& homeless teens; crisis intervention; must be 16-20 years
old; confidential. (Hotline: 8830025, 24 hrs)
Near North Health Services,
1441 N. Cleveland; cost based
on 1ncome; Mon., Wed, Thurs.,
Fri., 8:30 am.-4:30 pm., Tues
8:30am.-7:30pm.,Sat 8:30am.1 pm , c losed Sun.; serves area
from Ch 1cago Ave. to Armitage,

Why on earth
would you take
an A.C.I class
this summer?
Before the A .C.T., get ready
with the best-Stanley H .
Kaplan. We teach test-taking
techniques. review subjed
material. inspire confidence. So
do what smart test-takers do.
Think Kaplan before you A .CT.

!KAPLAN
STANlfY H KAP\ANEOUCATIONAL CINTERlTO

Attend Stanley Kaplal'i
Summer School

Bethel Whoilstlc Health Center,
4215 W. Washington ; Tues .,
Wed., Fri., Sat., 9 am.-5 pm .;
Mon., Thurs. 9 am.-7:30 pm.;
free counseling, 4 pm.-6 pm.;
low rates, medical services , family planning , pregnancy testing,
dispensation of birth control
pills and condoms, family and
individual counseling (by appointment), WIC food program
for '110thers and young children ; confidential. (826-7474)
Chicago Boys and Girls Club,
4835 N. Sheridan ; by appointment on ly, serves Chicago-area;
members only ($5 a year membership fee) ; provides medical
se rvices; dental clinic, $7 a visit;
free check-ups and after-school
activities like gym and swimming. (271-8400)
The Centre, 4750 N. Sheridan ;
10 am .-5 pm ., Mon.-Fri.; counsels rape victims; discussion
groups and support groups for
young parents , con f idential.
(72~-9544 )

Youth Services Project, 3942 W.
North Ave.; Mon.-Th urs., 9 am.8 pm., Fn., 9 am.-5 pm.; serves
Northwest S1de: provides counseling, fam 1ly plannmg, food;
programs mclude: "SecondChance" for young males involved in gangs or in illegal
situatiOns; "TAPS" (Teens AdJUStmg to Pregnancy)-nu trition education and ch ildcare;
counseling on teen problems in
the areas of stress, sc hool,
drugs for those 12-19 yrs. old;
confidential. (772-6270)

Jewish Federation, 1 S. Franklin St.; 8:30 am.-5 pm. ; cost
based on income; serves whole
metropolitan area; provides
counseling, medical services
thru hospitalization and family
planning , peer counseling ; all
ages; confidential. (346-6700,
Hotline: 1-800-248-1818)
Catholic Charities, 126 N . Desplaines; Mon.-Fri ., 8:30 am .-4:30
pm .; free or based on income
(depending on services); serves
Cook and Lake Counties; counseling for pregnant girls still in
school ; counseling fo r teen
fathers; pre-natal clinic run by
Board of Health; support group
for fr iends/ relatives of suicide
victims; family counseling. (2365172; pre-natal clinics : 4541717)

South
Tap Roots, 2424 W. Polk; Mon.Fri., 7 am.-6 pm .; cost based on
income; outreach group that arranges for transportation o f
w omen to and from doctors'
offi ces and counselors; trains
young w omen for jobs; prenatal ca re; day care, con fid ential. (733-0723)

We' ll hold six three-hour sessions on short-story writing this
summ er with professiona l writers as teachers. Th e first sesSIOn meets Thursday, June 18
from 1 to 4 pm. at 207 S. Wabash
(8th Floor) The remaining sesSIOn dates Will be determ111ed
by the student wnters
The goal for each wnter wil l
be to create a polis hed manuscnpt for pub l1 cat1 on 1n New
Expression.

Harris YWCA, 6200 S. Drexel;
free; serves area from 55th St.
south to city limits; provides
counseling, support groups for
incest victims; youth services
include group counseling, recreation , crisis unit for runaways; confidential. (955-31 00)
South Central Community Center, 1021 E. 83rd St. ; 12 pm.-7
pm .; free ; serves area from Dan
Ryan to Jeffery Boulevard, 67th
to 95th ; provides counseling,
recreational activities; confidential. (483-0900, ext. 16 or 17).
Casa Central, 1531 S. Racine; 9
am .-5 pm. ; free; provides counseling for youth involved with
gangs; counseling is confiden-

t1a l but parents are mformed
about incidents which involve
school o r police. (666-5508)
University of Illinois Comprehensive Adolescence Center,
1919 Tay lor St. 5th Fl.; 8:30
am .-5 pm .; first check-up is free,
cost of subsequent services depends on income; counseling,
medical services, fam ily planning, pre-natal care for pregnant teens who sign up in hospital ; females 17 years old and
younger may bring parents; no
medical services for males; confidentia l. (996-5715; for emergencies: 996-4188).

Southwest
Lutheran Social Services, 10349
S. Western; cost based on income and family size ; serves
South Side; counseling for drug
and alcohol abuse, sexual therapy for victims of incest and
sexual abuse; confidential.
(239-4550; 24 hr. hotline: 2827800) .
Interventions/Crossroads, 3738

W. 103rd St. ; open 24 hrs; serves
Chicago-area; individual, group
and family counseling; in-patient & out-patient counseling;
does not have detox or psychiatric care; confidential. (2391400)
Southwest Women Working Together, 3201 W. 63rd St.; 10 am.5 pm.; serves area from Western
to Harlem and 47th St south to
city limits; provides individual
counseling for teens and adults
who are victims of sexual abuse,
counseling for single parents
under 21 years of age; confidential. (436-0550)

TUXEDOS

Leo's
Tuxedo Rental
Bridal

Sho~

Chicago Osteopatric Medical
Center, 5200 S. Ell is; Tu es., 12
am -2 pm. and 4 pm.-6 pm.,
Thurs., 12 pm.-2 and 3:30-8 pm .,
Sat. 9 am.-noon; cost based on
1ncome, family planning , pregnancy testing ; con fi den ti al.
(947-4389)

Join
/
Young Chicago's
Fiction-writing
Workshop

ARUr<GTON Hf:. GHTS

CHICAGOI ~lOATH
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
HIGHLAND PARK
LAGRANGE CENTER

Woodlawn Maternal and Child
Health Center, 950 E. 61st St.;
cost based on income; services
area from Dan Ryan to Lake
and between 60th and 79th Sts. ;
provides counsel ing, medical
services, WIC program ; family
planning and referral s to other
agenc ies; no sliding scale for
rout ine medical care for those
living outside of the service
area; sliding scale available for
family planning & pregnancy
service for those outside of service area. (684-3800)

and
Florist
FREE
corsage
with
your
tuxedo
order!

Attention
Prom
Goers!!
Dress up for Prom Night
Make Prom Night that special night to
remember by looking your best.
Leo's Tuxedo Rental Bridal Shoppe
and Florist Specialist can help you!
We Offer:
.
• Designer dresses and tu xes at low affordable prices
• Latest colors and styles, Pleated Trousers

To app ly for th e Workshop,
send a samp le of your writing
along with your name, address,
age and phone number to F1ction-writ1ng Workshop, New Expression, 207 S Wabash, Chicago 60604. The deadline for
app licat ions 1s June 12.

• Top hat, cane, gloves, and many other
accessories to choose from.
• You can buy or rent your tux .

Stop By or Call Us For More lnformatton
Leo's Tuxedo Rental 3625 W. 26th Street
522-3336/ 5584

Do You Dream of Success?
Chicago Academy of Finance ·
Makes Dreams Reality

An education is an important dream. The
secret to success for any dream is potential
and opportunity. The Chicago Academy of
Finance helps maximize your potential and
create opportunities for success.
The Chicago Academy of Finance offers a
2-year associate degree in finance and credit.
Founded by American Express Company in
1982, the Academy is guided and supported
by members of the Chicago business community. The program includes a paid internship,
and scholarships are available for qualified
individuals.

For information about the CAF
program contact:
Admissions Director
312/782-873 7
CAP Orientation Meeting
Monday, June 1, 1987,4:30 P.M.
Reserve Your Place!
Part of Chicago City-Wide College.

Chicago Academy of FinanceA Commitment to Excellence

OPINION

_

'87 grads : What a legacy
we leave behind
We, the Ch icago high school graduating classes o f 1987, in the unlikely event that we pass (on), being
of sound mind, hereby bequeath , ...
uh ... well ... one heck of a lot to future
Chicago graduating classes !

WE leave behind many official rulings that have affected us. Remember that sensible state law that allowed seniors to drop P.E. if they
absolutely had to. Well , maybe someday, some senior in Chicago will actually be allowed to drop P.E.
WE leave behind a new court ruling
on the Safe Schoo ls A ct (the Act that
automatically places students in an
adu lt co urt when th ey're found in
schoo l w ith a weapon.) Maybe now
that one judge has ruled that the A ct
is d iscrim inatory, other judges wi l
show the same insigh t. We don't want
guns in schoo l, but every case should
be tried individually-so that we don't
give a lifetime criminal record to a
student for carrying a can of mace.
WE leave behind the "Say 'no' to
drugs" campaign. May all future crusaders have a better idea of what
causes drug use, but in the meantime
you 'll probab ly get to listen to a lot
more football players and rock stars.
WE leave behind the plans for a
N EW downtown library after using
t he swamp at 425 N. M ichigan for the
past four years. May the new buifding
include a comfortable section that
suits teenagers' needs. (Student petitions to the Li brary Board are circulat ing no w w hich request a special
teen sectio n. Sign one, or, if you 're a
minimally radical kind of person.
come on down to our offices at 207 S.
Wabash and pick up a petition yo urself to distribute in your school.)
Illustration by Phat Chung

WE leave behind the rising waters
of Lake Michigan- may we not be
forced to meet you for a swim at
Pulask i Beach sometime 1n the near
future.
WE leave the school sex scandals.
If anything good can come of it, it
would be an end to the hushing- up of
sex abuse-abuse to teens and abuse
by teens- that marked the cases this
past year.

WE leave the Ch icago juice bars
that have provided us a place to go to
dance and enjoy ourselves. We h ope,
for the sake of f uture classes in Chicago high sch0 ols, that the rlew 2
a. m. curfew won't close them down.
WE leave behind a big change in
the city's po litics. Haro ld Washington
and the new, improved (cross your
fingers) City Council have four more
years. We'd like to see you benefit
from an end to stupid d ivisions in this
city-racial and otherwise.

WE depart from high school in the
midst of the Contragate scandal and
new talk about a U.S.-Soviet Arms
Agreement. We can't leave this problem to you; it's something that we'll
have to go on sharing with you in the
hope that we w ill never have to go to
war together.
WE beq ueath the sex education
debate to you just as the C lass of '83
wi lled it to us. You'll be exc ited to
know that the state law makers are trying to end the debate by passing a law
requiri ng that all healt h classes in Illinois must teach th at sex shou ld be
limited to married people. See how
much better your sexed. will be than
ours was!
WE leave the long, w rench ing,
gruelling, searing (well, maybe it
wasn't that bad} struggle for student
representation. Our dreams for a true
representative body fo r C hicago studen ts were purs ued by SU PR (Students United for Participaton and
Representation .) Students worked
very hard this year to try to make this
dream a reali ty. We're still working.
We have nothing to lose but our
backpacks.
WE leave you one result of t his
SU PR strugg le fo r student voice: a
new city-wide student council proposed by the Board o f Educat ion. It's
not exactly the same kind of representation we envisioned , but it's a start.
We'll take w hat we can get. We' re not
proud.
WE leave you in charge of the -.:::ity's
new Youth Advisory Board that is now
in the works at the Department of
Human Services. Let's hope that teens
actually have a voice within this
branch of government.
WE end this last will and testament
on this sixth month of the year Of Our
Lord , 1987. May future c lasses take it
easy (but not too easy.) See you in
adulthood.

Our thanks!

New Expression's class of '87 says good- bye to high school and wishes our
readers a pleasant summer and next year's editors good luck .

80 teens seek city board post
Last month, the ed itonal sta ff o f New
Expesslon urged high schoo l students
to JOin a new C1ty-w1d e Youth Adviso ry
Board fo r the City's Department o f Human Serv1ces
Mercedes Mallette, D 1recto r of the
Youth and Fam1ly Serv1ces DJvisJon of
the Depnrtment of Human Serv1ces, sa1d
that the response was very good, w1th 81

m
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teen self-nom1nat10ns by phone o r ma1l
by May 12. On e group o f 30 nominees
met w1th Mall ette on' May 7. Others w111
be mvited to a later meeting.
However, Mallette refused to disclose
to New Expression how she w1ll narrow
th1 s f1eld o f nom1nees to the 21-member
teen board tha t w111 beg 1n the1r terms 1n
June

The New Expression edi tors and
staff wish to thank the corporations
and foundati ons that contributed to
the publication of New Expression

this year and to the operation of
Youth Communication.
The staff t hanks them for making a
citywide teen newspaper possible.

Amoco Foundat ion

Lloyd A. Fry Foundation

Bozell, Jacobs, Kenyon and Eckhardt

Great Lakes Newsprint Co.

Charles Levy Circulatmg Co.

The Illinois Arts Council

T he Chi cago Community Trust

Illino is Bell

The Chicago Sun-Times

Leo Burnett

The Chicago Tribune Foundation

Newsweb Corporat ion

C IP Forest Products Inc.

Parents Too Soon Foundat1on

Consolid ated Bathhurst

The Albert Pick, Jr. Fund

Dow Jones Newspaper Fund, Inc.

Robert R. McCormick Foundation

The Economtst

T1me Inc .

Commonwealth Edison Company

W. P. and H . B. White Foundation

Fe i- Pro, Inc

Woods Chantable Fund. Inc

The Field Corporati o n/ The Newspapers
o f P1oneer P1 ess
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SUPR wins some, loses some
The Students United for
Participation and Representation (SUPR) end their first
year with some good news
and some bad news
Students from public
schools across the city who
make up SUPR met last sum·mer because they shared a
common concern-a need
'for g reater student participation within the school system.
Together, they pro.posed a "constitution" to the
Board of Education detailing
hei r plan on how city-wide
nt organizing and advising cou ld best be achieved.
"We did accomplish a few
t h ings, even though we
did n't get t he city-wide partici pation we w an ted. You
can 't com e into the league
win the Superbowl ," sai d
W imberly, a senior at
<>n'"'"r'r1 and one of the principal partici pato r s in SUPR
o rganizing.
One SUPR goal - to create
utoring pro gram s where
scho ol students volunr to t uto r elementary
ool students- is working
three h igh schoo ls: Bowen,
woo d and Senn . And aner goal- to develo p colclubs and to trai n st uIs t o act as peer college
nselo rs who can he lp
er st udents fil l out fi nancial aid forms- is now u nderway at Su ll ivan, West inghouse, Steinmetz, Clemente
and Amundsen .
Justin Moore, a sixthgrader at Murray Language

Photo by Samuel Martin
Marvin Lynn, SUPR delegate,
testifies before the Board of Education meeting, May 13. Marvin
coordinates a tutoring project
with Senn students who help
elementary school students.

Ac ademy, was tutored by
Wimberly in the after-schoo l
pro gram that Wimb er l y
he lped o rgani ze. " I need the
m ost help in math ... decimal s
and fracti o ns. Rod helps me
wi th my hom ework and explains it rea lly well," sa id
Just in.
Kelly Baxter, a sophomo re
at Kenwood and a tutor of
sixt h graders, has caree r
goals to be a ped iatrician .
She says tutori ng has given
her va luable exper ience.
" Sometimes you need patience with chi ldren. It I can
give them something they

don't already have, it would
be my pleasure," she said.
Learning to have patience
is the " big thing" Fernando
Soler, a sophmore at Bowen
says he has learned through
tutoring . One obstacle he
and other students from his
school faced after agreeing
to be volunteer tutors was a
location where they would
tutor the elemtary grade
school students from Phil
Sheridan.
" Phil Sheridan has no afterschool program, so it closes
early. And we did n' t have
an y adult supervisors so we
couldn't stay in the school,"
Soler said. The Bowen students did manage to receive
coope ration from the Mexican Com munity Committee,
a center near the elementary
school. Here Soler and h is
fel low tuto rs are ab le to help
eight students w ith their
homework an d w ith their
Eng lish .
The co llege c lubs have
moved m o re slowly tha n the
tutoring project. A s of May
1, nine st udents had completed traini ng as financial
a1d assista nts, hav in g attended classes and taken a
certi ficatio n test o n financial
aid. " The idea for the col lege
clubs was to re lieve some
p ressure from the schoo l
cou nselors who are usually
too busy to answer quest ions," said Marl een Wilson,
a junior at Near North.
Richard Mohr, a junior at
Kelvyn Park , said he was d iscouraged by the resistance

School 'gun act'·under fire
Whether o r not the Safe
Schools A ct is unconstit utional has still not been deci ded by the Ill ino is Supreme
Court. T he Safe Schools Act
calls for the immed iate proseuti o n of any 15-o r 16-year
old in an ad u lt court if t he
teen is fo und w ith a wea po n
on schoo l gro unds.
"N o fin al decision has been
reached and wo n't be unt il it
reaches the Ill inois Sup reme
Cou rt," sa id Asst. Public
Defender Marijane Pl acek.
Placek d efended Mari o A snsio, who w as arrested at
he Ga ry Ele mentary school

f or having a .25 caliber g un
in his possess io n o n January
1, 1986. Accord ing to the
Saf e Schools Ac t, passed in
1984, A scensio was to be
tried and charged as an ad ult.
T he judge who ruled over
t he Ascensio tria l, J udge
Fred G . Su ria, foun d the Safe
Schoo ls Act to be un const it uio nal because it discriminates agai nst teens. Suria
said th at juveniles faced w ith
more serious offenses t han
carryi ng a w eapo n in schoo l
do not face such aut om atic
prosecution. His decisio n
w as immediat ely appealed to

t he Illinois Supreme Court
by Prosectu ting Attorney
Larry Crown .
A ccord ing to Placek, the
Attorney General's Office is
currently w orking on a "brief"
arg u ing that the law is constitutional. When the brief is
completed , she said, t he case
wi ll be heard by t he high
court.
Meanwhile, Placek assured
New Expression that Asceno is "out on the st reets"
an d "out of trouble."

Rori Windmon

DORA LA
COUTURE

TUXEDOS

•FASHION
CONSUI~.TANT

WHY RENT?

lEW

.,.., $399 S Like New
$9995 $275°.1t0 ••~tTO

BUY-A-TUX

OPEN 7 DAYS
Near Loop
Near Evergreen l"laza
545 loo1evelt Rd.

9824 So. We1tern

Chicago 243-5465

423-7765

NIAR CHIINifol . _ S

Available

•CUSTOM
DESIGN
•SEWING
NSTRUC TI ON
BRIDES' AND
BRIDESMAIDS'
GOWNS

AND OTHER
COUTURIER
SERVICES

8246 S. Kimbark
374-8863

Adolfo Mendez

BRIEFS
School clinics survive
T his month the ll inois Assembly defeated a bi ll t hat w ould
have c losed t he DuSable and
Orr cli nics. The same day, the
Senate ap proved a bill t hat requ ires Illi nois high school healt h
classes to teach sexu al abstinen ce unt il marriage.
Schools ignore gym drop law
Last October New Expression
repo rted t he new Illi no is state
law giving j uniors and seniors
the oopo rtunity to drop gym in
orde, to take needed classes.
Our survey of 23 schools revealed t hat Chicago schools
were ignoring the law.
In a sim ilar survey in May we
found that only Wells seems to
be allowing students to drop
gym . The only other cases we
found involved athletes who
have been able to drop gym for
their particular varsity season.
No one at the Board of Education was able to elaborate on
why more schools aren't inform ing students of their rights or
assisting them in the process.
New graffiti weapon
T he CTA's newest weapon
against graffiti is ca lled Coreman 2000, a new solvent guaran teed to st ri p away the markings of Chicago's graffiti artists.
The CTA recently p urchased
2,000 gallons of Coroman and
have been testing it in various
areas.
HI-tech still low on minorities
Last November, w hen New
Expression int erviewed schoo l
officials at the Illinois Math and
Science Acacdemy, wh ich offers free tuition to top students

THE OFFICIAL
PROM & GRADUATION
AFTER
PARTY!
506 l-EST HARRISON

<DOWNTOWN CHCAGO>

$5.00 ALL NITE LONG!

•PROM
GOWNS

'1ou

Wing collar shirts
• Professional Restauran
Cummerbunds and bows & Group Discount
over 30 colors, Incl. silks • New Waist lengt h tux
Talis
• loy's & Women's
Available

of some and the indifference
of others. " I talked to my
counselor about the college
club , but he really didn't
· help," Mohr explained.
" He said I should talk to
the principal , Dr. Rodolfo
Serna, and I did-three separate t imes. He didn't understand how the club wou ld
work . I guess I have a hard
time communicating to people sometimes."
Mohr contends that when
he looked for support from
his Stude.nt Council , he didn't
find any. "Hardly anyo ne
was interested," he said .
"Those who were , just lost
interest, so I became dis-

couraged ."
Mohr says that Dr. Serna
has approved of a school college club for next year, and
Mohr hopes to be a part of it.
Last January when representatives from SUPR met
with General Superintendent
of Schools Manford Byrd , he
told them he liked the idea of
their constituition for citywide publ ic high school students but said he wou ld not
endorse it. Byr d said he
could not endorse SUPR or
any other " single" model.
Three months later the
Board of Education announced its own ciy-wide
m odel for high school student representation. (See
Page 20.)

Party Dates
May 15th, 22nd, ~
28th & 29th
(.
June 4th, 5th
'·
11th, 12th, 13th
14th, 15th & 16th
10:00pm .- 3:30am

1~ 1
Note: The Rodeway Inn
is Downtown
near the Main Post Office
and Sears Tower.
For more info:
471 -0915 Ext. 30
Co-sponsored by
Beta University High School
where you can get
your H.S . diploma by mail
in just mo nths thru our
low-cost, home study course.
Call 47 1-0216 Ext. 35
to register.

throughout the state, they admitted t hat the academy was
not racially balanced and that
t here need ed to be recruitment
of mi no rities in Chicago.
When we called back this
month , we foun d that the situation has not improved. "This
year, we tried to recruit minority
students in Chicago , w it h the
help of school principals and
counselors, but we're not sure if
the m inority enrollmen t for next
year w ill be any higher," said
N aom i Geitner, spokesperson
for the Academy.
Cola still has jolt
J olt hasn 't lost it's fizzle!
In October, New Expression
reported that the new high-caffeine soft drink, J olt, wou ld soon
die out according to local store
managers.
Not so. Jerry Vance, a representative from Canfield 's, the
local distributor, says that sales
are up. "We are confident that
the Chicago market will continue to grow," he said.

\,.\\JE. fl.~o ~E-~1\

co~U-KAN

·(\~"e RIZE BAND
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U-KAN DANCE .C O
Co llins H.S. Audito rium
1313 S. Sacramento
June 5, 1987
T ickets: $3:00 In advance
o r $3.50 at the door

WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT!
CALL LARRY STAMPS

277-2779
Sponso red by U-KAN Produc tions

J.M. Formal

Wear

ryor Your
Menwra6[e
Moments

TUXEDO
AND BRIDAL
SHOP
Rental & sales at low prices
Mens & ladies tuxedos for
any occasion
Wedding gowns,
bridesmaid, prom cotillion
Communion dresses, etc.
Wedding invitations &
accessories
Video & limousine service
Wedding gown cleaning,
restoring and preserving serv ice

1817 W. 47th St
847-3124
10% Discount
with t his ad.
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FLASHBACK ;

· Do young men still hide their dancing tights?

'77 teens faced
sex sterotypes
How much has changed rn the lives of Chtcago teens in just ten
years? Of course the hit songs have changed and the popular TV
shows; the hai r styles are different and the cut of pants legs.
But what about teens' attitudes towards sex and gangs? What
about their experiences with school politics and religion?
Over five t<;sues of NEW EXPRESSION we'll give you a taste of
teen ltfe rn Chtcago ten years ago through the eyes of former
reporters of NEW EXPRESSION Its our way of celebrating our
Tenth Anniversary.
Amy Weber's account in this issue ts the second article in the
series. Amy was Editorial Director of NEW EXPRESSION in 1977
when she was a senior at Roosevelt.

Amy Weber
By the t1me 1started h1gh school, I had
certa1n things f1gured out Women's
nghts, tor mstance, or "women s lib'' as 11
was called then
That 1ns1ght started for me m grade
school I was mto tenn1s and there was
th1s h1stonc " match between a wom
ens champ1on. Billy Jean Kmg, and a
former male champ1on, Bobby R1ggs,
who took a lot of v1tam1ns R1ggs lost
ThiS was a kmd of 1nSp1rallon to me and
my best g~rlfnend and tenn1s partner. We
started wntmg our state representatives
about the Equal R1ghts Amendment
I don't know what I wrote or sa1d or
wore 1n school that gave me away, but
my teachers especially male lechers
always pegged me as the women·s llbber
1n the class They would always ment1on
my name when the subJeCt came up.
kmd of teasmg me
I d1dn't like 11
because I knew a lot of the other ~1rls
thought the same way as I d1d They JUSt
h1d 1! better
One thmg I wasn't too clear about was
black oppress1on I was agamst 1!, but I
don't thmk I understood it I was uncomfortable around blacks because I felt
they hated me, deep down I thmk I
thought that after some black g~rls p1cked
on me at summer camp. I'd thmk , "Th1s
1sn't fa~r, because no one 1n my fam1ly
ever owned slaves " I couldn't admit
how much I benefitted from bemg wh1te
Not many blacks went to my h1gh
school. Roosevelt. so my unfam11ianty
added to my discomfort. The New Expression office m the Loop was an integrated setting. and 11 was good for me. I
learned that we wh1te liberals don't lose
our rac1sm by say1ng, "I m not rac1st. " I
tned to lose it by dealing w1th 11, every
little scrap of 11. whenever a rac1st
thought would cross my mmd Those
thoughts were vo1ces I'd heard all my
life. I found myself askmg, "Where d1d I

get that? Why do they teach k1ds stuff
like that?
In h1gh school, I was commg out of my
Jesus Freak " stage and real1z1ng that
nght and wrong are thmgs you f1gure
out for yourself " Freak" was another
word for h1pp1e back then, so a Jesus
Freak was a Chnst1an h1pp1e
They
dressed like h1pp1es and wanted to
change the world w1th LOVE I wasn t
one of them I was too young They
lived 1n commun1t1es" away from the~r
parents But I must have talked like them
somet1mes. because people labeled me
a Jesus Freak.
When I was a sophomore, I became
fnends w1th a group of JUniors and we
stayed fnends until they graduated and
left me behmd
They taught me a lot 1n two years. It
wasn't JUSt that they were older They
were d1fferent They were misunderstood and often disliked by other students for the~r non-comform1ty and
strong opm1ons They were poets They
had a rougher life than mme and seemed
to understand the world better
Whenever I was w1th them , my 1deas
were challenged. I had to be able to
defend my beliefs and my act1ons I
stopped eatmg meat because their arguments for vegetananism were so convmcmg They made me quest1on my
relig1ous v1ew that there was ''only one
way to be saved " I began to read about
other relig1ons . and even came to accept
that my fnends could be moral Without
bemg relig1ous.
One of my fnends was a Mexican guy
who wanted to be a dancer. He was takmg dance lessons, and he told me that
he had to carry h1s t1ghts mto the house
m a paper bag because h1s father would
have beaten him 1f he knew that h1s son
was taking a dance class. I learned that
men, too, could be VICtims of sex1sm
When my fnends graduated. I became
the sen1or nobody wanted. After all, I

Going to Summer School?
SUMMER SESSION
June 22- July 14
July 16 - August 7
REGISTRATION DATES
June 13
June 18- June 20
9 00 am - 12 00 pm.
For further
mformat1on call :
276-1261
Josephinum High School
1501 N Oakley

SUMMER SESSION :
June 22 July 10
July 13- July 31
REGISTRATION DATES
June 15- June 18
9:00am. - 12 00 pm .
For further
informat1on call ·
842-7355
De LaSalle Institute
3455 S. \Nabash Avenue

Most Chicago high school co-eds In 1977
were more radical about their music lhan
about being feminists. (taken from the 1977
Roosevelt H S yearbook Orange Locker
Marmalade)

had 1gnored my peers for two years
wh1le I hung out w1th older students, so
why should they accept me back? Some
of them laughed at me dunng classes
They thought I was " actmg" too smart
for my age
1 tned gomg to football games and
dances, but I only felt more out of place
1 gave up on trymg to f1t mat school and
started spendmg more and more t1me at
church
I JOined an adult study group at church
The people m the group treated me as
another adult t!l th~ showed me a lot

Here t my school thoro Rr I nu
msts but thav aren 1 smglpd out t ch·
ers JUSt accept them or 1L · t do I w1th
them Nicole Russell. 18. Dunbar.

"It's very dlffiCIJit to tlllk to my p or
about personal problem~
Alicia Carter. 16, Julian.
'I never /ned to got mto tr ldtttonal
h1gh school stuff (SOCI811y) I DID JOin
my temple youth group and found a low
more peoplo there I covld share thmg
wtlh Its a/In matter of lmdmg the nght
people They don 1 usually go to football
games and dances bvt then 1ga n you
mtght be surpnsed
Kathy Kline, 17,

Young
People nowadays are ltberal and mc1·
11Jfe, so the 'Me>ocan guy wouldn t have

to w orry so much (about hts dc~nco
class) Craig Robinson, 18, Julian

JACKETS SWEATERS EMBLEMS
for ALL SCHOOLS

All Styles
wool, nylon or satin j ackets
ORDER 1 to 1000

Come to our factory or phone
us for free design kit
• Cheer & Pep Club Outfits
• Custom T-Shirts and Sweaters
For Groups
• Special Team Discounts
• Award Letters

CHICAGO KNITTING MILLS
3344 W. Montrose 463-14
Call for details on registration & tuition.

SUMMER SESSION
June 24 -July 15
July 16- August 5
REGISTRATION DATES:
June 20 and June 22
9:00am. - 3:00 pm.
$65 00 per half cred1t
General Academic Courses
Ava1lable
For further mformat1on
call - 445-2300
Academy of Our Lady
1309 W 95th Street

SUMMER SESSION
June 22- July 10
July 13 - July 31
REGISTRATION DATES:
June 17- 19
10:00am -1 :00pm
Morn1ng Sess1ons
8am-12pm
Afternoon Sess1ons
12:30 - 2.30 pm
Co-ed Classes
For further
1nformat1on call :
588-2700
Alvernla High School
3900 N Lawndale

SUMMER SESSION
June 22- July 10
July 13- July 31
REGISTRATION DATES
June18&19
11 :00 am - 3 00 pm
$70 00 per half credit
For further 1nformat1on
Contact: Ms R1ta Joblonskt
at 731-7272
St. Francis High School
10155 S Ewmg Avenue

SUMM ER SESSION·
June 22- July 13
July 14 - August 3
REGISTRATION DATES ·
FEUClAN CDU.EGE
June16:9am -12pm
REGISTRATION DATES :
3800 W Peterson Avenue
3pm. - 6 pm
June 8 and 19
Chicago. IL 60659
June 18 2pm - 6 pm
9·00 am - 11 ·30 am
Get a headstart th is summer'
June 19 12 pm 6 pm
1.00 pm.- 300 pm
Courses 1n all subjects
June 20: 9 am - 12 pm
June 20
June 15- July 17
$70 per half cred1t
9 00 am 11 30 am
For further in format1on
For further mformat1on call
For
further
1nformat1on
call : 539-1919
Father Zmn at
cal 539-3600
637-7500 (8 am - 2·30 pm)
Gordon Techn i cal
H i gh School
Weber High School
3633 N Ca 1forn a Avenue
5252 W Palmer
• NewExp~u•on ~~~119JssS.7~~------------------------L_----------------------~----------------------_L________________________j

SUMMER SESSION.
June 19- August 7
REGISTRATION DATES
June17&18
9 00 am 3 00 pm
Up to 2 full cred1ts
Full summer courses
accred1ted by
North Central Assoc1at1on
For further 1nformat1on call
925-6600
St. Rita High S chool
6310 S C aremr.-: A\ienue

SUMMER SESSION
June 10- June 30
July 2-July 22
a·oo am 4:30 pm.
REGISTRATION DATES:
June 8- 9
7:30 am - 3:30 pm.
Up to 2 full credits
$75 per half-credit course
For further mformat1on
contact S 1ster Mary Kremer
at 278-4212
H o ly Tri n i t y H igh S chool
1443 W D1v1s on Avenue

SUMMER SESSION:
June 22- July 16
July 20- August 12

FICTION: YOUNG CHICAGO

Nowhere
By Scott Spilky

"Can I see him, nurse?"
"Sure, but don't get him too excited.
He's in a lot of pain ."
I walked in through the white door that
the nurse pointed out to me. Everything
is always white or pastel at hospitals. I
didn 't want to be here; I didn't want to
see Mark the way he was now. I wanted
to remember him the way he was before
all the crap started happening.
" Hey, what's up, man? " Mark greeted
me. I didn 't say anything at first. He
looked so different. I could've cried . He
grabbed my hand and pumped it several
times before he let it go. I think he was
trying to act happy-go-lucky, like he
used to be. But, I knew Mark was
hurting.
"Mark!" I couldn't find the words . I
stood at the side of his bed in disbelief.
He was the same person I had known
since school, but now I felt as though
Mark were a stranger to me. I looked at
the bandages on his head and the scars
on his arms. God, was he messed up. He
had this stupid grin on his face that
looked out of place with the scars and
the bandages on him. It looked like the
expression of a kid who set off a firecracker in the bathroom or something . I
don't think he realized how deep he was
under.
"Long time no see," he said , finally,
after I stared at him like he was a corpse
or something .
" Yeah , Mark, it's been a long time,"
was all I could reply. We talked awkwardly for a few minutes. The more we
talked , the more I felt how much we had
been through since the rehabilitation
center. Finally, I worked into the question I'd been dying to have answered
since I stepped through the door. Actually, I knew the answer, but I had to hear
it from him.
" Mark, why are you in here; what's
wrong with you?
His eyes widened, and the sparkle of
enthusiasm vanished from them.
" I called you to see you, not to get the
once-over!"
I wished I could believe hirri. " Shut up,
okay? You called to get some stuff and
nothing else."
He looked away from me. I knew I had
hit it in the nose. His voice was fluttering, like he was ashamed to talk . " If you
knew that, why the hell did you come?''
I shook my head. I kept asking myself
the same question. I didn't know why I
had come. He stared at me funny, and I
saw the scars on his arms . It was weird ; I
didn't see him at all. I saw the scars on
his arms. I knew why I had come.
I felt like whatever I said or did next
wouldn't matter. Mark would just say,
"So what? Do you care?" I got mad
when I thought about it. I knew it was
time to leave or I might say something I
really regretted .
I turned, and Mark called me a name. I
walked out the door. The hall was very
narrow. I felt cramped . And then I saw
Mark's SISter. She was skinny and blonde.
I always thought she was real cute. She
wasn't dumb either. She had a college
education. She stopped and eyeballed
me fiercely.
" You have the nerve to show up here
after what you've done to him," she
snapped.
" I'm sorry."

" You 're sorry. Well, I wish that was
enough. I wish it could bring back the
brother I knew. I wish one word could
bring Mark back to normal."
"So do 1."
"You're so calm . But, I suppose you've
seen it all before. I suppose nothing
shocks you anymore. How many other
people have you done this too."
"I dunno."
"I bet you think because you come
here and show some sympathy it makes
things okay. Well , it doesn't. It could be
that guilt is finally catching up to you ."
'Maybe."
A guy walked up behind her. I guess it
was her boyfriend. He grabbed her
shoulders. She was getting real worked
up. Her voice had been getting louder
and louder.
" Take it easy, Pat," the guy said .
She ignored him and pointed a finger
at me. "You lousy bastard! I don 't believe
you came here today. I swear, if you even
go near Mark ... "
" I think you'd better leave," the guy
told me. I nodded and walked away. The
guy was restraining Mark 's sister. I could
hear her screaming at me from down the
hall.
I took the elevator downstairs. A
thousand thoughts were rushing to my
head. When I got outside, the cold air
felt good on my forehead.
I wanted to go home, but something
stopped me. I went across the street and
sat on a bench in the park . I stared at the
hospital.
Suddenly, I remembered Mark at 15.
He was a couple of years younger than
me, but he was always hanging with
older people. I met him at the party. The
party. It seemed like a bad dream. now. I
was selling stuff that night, and Mark
was the youngest guy there . I convinced
him to t ry a joint. I think I eve n smoked
one with him.
I remember my first trip. It was great.
When you come down, though , you
were totally depressed. Pretty soo n you
needed more and more trips to keep
from getting depressed. A joint wouldn 't
do it anymore; you needed stronger stuff
like pills or coke. You didn 't stop until
your brains were tried .
A gust of wind blew underneath my
sweaty shirt. I was cold. I thought about
how I always told Mark things would be
okay. Something was telling me they
wouldn't this time. Maybe, it would
never be okay.
I felt the envelope of money I had in
my pocket. 1 had a good sale before I
went to see Mark. I knew if I went up to
his room again , I'd have another sale. I
had the stuff he wanted .
An hour later I went back inside the
hospital. I guess I knew what I had to do.
I walked up to Mark gently, and his
eyes opened. He rubbed them and sat
up. " Huh, I though you'd change you r
mind. What have you got to show me."
" Nothing. I've got nothing to show
you from now on. You're a burnout. "
He looked back at me with such disgust. "What the hell are you, Paul? "
I couldn't answer him. I didn't know
who he was, or who I was , anymore.
" Just leave if you ain' t got nothing for
me."
1 felt the little bottle of pills in my
breast pocket press against my chest. I

was breathmg heavy Mark looked at me
Mark didn't say anythmg. He didn't
like he was really mad. He was trying to even push the button to call the nurse.
He just watched me for a long time.
be cool about the whole thing. 1wanted
to scream at him and tell him it was the
" I'm sorry," I whispered, finally. I could
wrong place to act tough and cool. It barely find my voice. I felt for the envewas too late, though.
lope of money in my pocket. I threw it at
" Leave, Paul. "
him.
I didn't want to leave him. I couldn't
He looked at it and flashed me a hoileave h im . " I'm going to t he Maiden low smile. " Hey, but I'm supposed to pay
concert next week. I can give you a you. Remember?"
ticket. If you can get better you can
Yeah , I remembered . Everything. For
come." I was saying stupid things, now. the first time I wondered if Mark hated
I think I finally realized I'd never see me. If he didn't, he must have been too
Mark again. Maybe it was for the better; I stupid to care. " Keep it," I said .
didn't want to remember him the way he
" Sure. l 'lllook you up when I get out of
was now. I wanted to remember him as a here. We'll party or something."
kid, not as a bitter, non-personality in a
"Naw."
hospital bed . Alii saw in front of me was
"Why not, man?"
something I cou ldn 't understand.
I had this lump in my throat, and it was
"Get out of here, Paul."
real hard to talk. " I can't. l 'm ... l'm going
I guess I started to cry because it all somewhere."
hurt too much . It was the first time in
"Where?" he said.
years. I don 't think Mark knew he was
"Same place you're going," ! answered
going to die. He looked at me and and looked at him for the last time. I wish
laughed. " You 're really stupid . You to God I had seen myself instead of him.
should be glad I'm in the hospital. It At least then the memory of it wouldn't
means good business."
be so bad .
I was so upset; I didn't know what I was
I opened the door, and he tried to get
doing. I grabbed Mark by the collar and up, but the pain was too much for him.
screamed in his face, " You stupid punk!
He waved his hand in the air as if he were
Don't you realize, you make me..." I going to stop me. He winced . "Hey,
shook him tor a few seconds. I stopped man. Where are we going? Where?"
and stood there, still breathing hard.
I closed the door behind me and whisMark's face was red, and he was drawn pered, "No where." I laid my head
back with tear. I was sweating and my against the wall , and my sobs echoed
chest was heaving. I looked at my hands through the lonely hall.
like 1 expected to find blood on them .
l-'rio_u_n-=g'-C-h-,.c-a_g_o_·s_m_a_d_e_p_o_s_s_ib_l_e_b
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Qualoty never goes out of

HOT SUMMER FASHIONS!
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You 'll always feel great with Levi',it and quality.

GET YOUR BEST DEALS ON LEVI'S ®
JEANS, JACKETS, CORDS AND 501 ®
PRE- WASHED JEANS
Century Fashions
1213 S. Halsted Avenue
226-7462
Mon.-Fri., 10-6 p.m.
Saturday, 9-6 p.m.
Sunday, 9-5 pm.

Pants Box
4216 S. Archer Avenue
847-3360
COME IN AND GET INTO OUR
PANTS
Mon. and Thr., 10-9 p.m.
Tues. and Wed., 10:30-7 p.m.
Friday, 10:30-7 p.m.
Saturday, 9:30-6 p.m.

Gaslight Men's Shop
1654 W. Chicago Avenue
733-3553
Mon., Th.-Sat., 9-8 pm.
Tues. and Wed., 9-6 pm.
Sunday 10-5 pm.

Kohn's
6006 W. North Avenue
637-5175
5551 W. Belmont Avenue
725· 5251
Largest Selections In Chicago
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SUMMER EVENTS

NE Summer Guide: festivals,
Wendell Hutson, Stephanie Walters, 5
Chicago Blues Festival, Grant Park , thru
Les Callihan and Cassandra Chew
June 7. free. pay for food .
"The Untouchables", starring Robert De
Nrro and Sea n Connery, opens at local
th eaters.
Apple. The Chrcago Theatre Company, Megadeath, Aragon Ballroom (561 thruJune7.500E 67St ; $10 (493-1305) . 9500) .

May

23
Great America. open darly from 10 am .-9
pm. weekends trl 10 pm., $15.95 (2491779)

29

6

Chicago, Poplar Creek, (559-1212).
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Navy
Prer. also June 13 and 20, 5 pm .-7 pm ..
free.

12
"Predator," starring Arnold Schwarzeneg ger and Carl Wea th ers. opens at
loca l theaters .
Saints, Cabaret Metro, 3730 N. Clark.
(549-0203) .

25

16
"Cabaret," Lincoln Park Pavilion. Fullerton and the Outer Drrve, thru June 20,
also June 23-27: $3 (294-2330) .

17
Big Bang Theory, Buffalo Trout, and

"Summer Heat," starring Lon Srnger and
Anthony Ed w ards. opens at local
theaters
"Number One With a Bullet," sta rrrng
Billy Dee Will ram s and Val erie Bort rnellr.
opens at local theaters.
"The Squeeze," starring Micheal Keaton
and Rae Dawn Chong. opens at local
theaters.
30 Bon Jovl, thru May 31. Rosemont
Horizon, (559- 1212 ).
Psychedelic Furs, UI C Pavrll on
(559-1212).

June
1
Ethnic Night Life: Blues, Chicago Publi c
Lrbrary Cu ltural Center, 5:30pm., free.
Predator

Burnham Park Chamber Fest, Cu rti s
Hall. 410 S. Mr chigan ; Grace Place. 6375
S. Dearborn St.; Sherwood Conservato ry, 1014 S. Mic higan, thru June 14,
Students $5, si ngles $12 (883-7225) .
Howard Jones, Poplar Creek (559- 1212).
Metro History Fair, Chicago Public Li brary Cultural Center, thru June 5, 9 am .5 pm .; free
Flrestorm, Leather Stoyes, Llckety Split,
Cabaret Metro (549-0203.)

Rude Beat, Stevo Armanl, and 3-2-1 ,
Cabaret Metro, 3730 N. Clark (549-0203 )

26
Chicago Park District Tennis Lessons.
Daley Bicentennial Plaza, thru July 13.
chr ldren 8-15, adults 16 and up, students
should brrng tennrs rackets and tennis
sh oes ; tennis balls wrll be provrded .
Locker and shower facrlrties are avai lable. Students must provide their own
locks, t owels and soap. Note: there will
be another session August 14 thru Augusts 24, Beginners I and II , $20; Advanced Beginners, $25: lntermedrates I
and II , $30 (294-4792).

28

31

4

born. thru June 21. free, costs for books
and food vary (744-3315).
Chicago Gospel Festival, Grant Park
Petrillo Musrc Shell; free (744-33 15)
Wire, Cabaret Metro. 3730 N . Clark (5490203) .

Dancemasters: African Dance, Chicago
Public Library Cu ltural Center, 2 pm .;
free.
We've Got a Fuzzbox and We're Gonna
Use It, Cabaret Metro (549-0203) .

11

Diana Ross. Arie Crown Theater, thru
June 13; $32 (791 -6000).
Thrashing Doves and Run, Westy, Run,
Cabaret Metro, 3730 N. Clark (549-0203.)

Friends of Betty, Cabaret Metro, 3730 N .
Clark (549-0203.)

19
Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers, Alpine
Valley, reserved , $22.25; lawn , $17.25
(1 -800-832-7828) .

20
Printer's Row Book and Chicago Memorabilia Fair, Po lk to Harrison at Dear-

Prairie State Games 1 OK Race, Downtown on State St., all ages, need gym
sh oes, shorts and T-shirt: free (6640823).
Taste of Chicago, Grant Park, thru July
5, free, food ranges from $.50 to $5.00.
150th Year Ice Cream & Cake Party,
Grant Park ; free (744-3315).
Urge Overkill, Green, and The Digits,
Cabaret Metro, 3730 N. Clark (549-0203.)

29
Grant Park Concerts, every Wed., Fri.,
Sat. and Sun . evenings thru August 30 ,
Grant Park Symphony and Chorus, programs ava ilable at the Cultural Center,
Grant Park Petri llo Music Shell; free
(294-2420) .
Chicago's 150th Birthday Concert. Grant
Park Petrillo Music Shell; free (744-3315).

30

R B Clothing Stores
6347 S. Halsted Street
846-6914
Mon .-Sat.: 9:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Sunday: 11:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Levrs

GO EVERYWHERE -Dates,

Classes, Work -And With Everything
Traditional Levi 's"' quality, durability, fit and comfort.
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films, concerts
PaviliOn, thru July 4, tickets for performances can be purchased at the theater
or call to reserve tickets at 348-7075, $3
(294-2330 for Pavilion).

July
3
Third of July Concert, fireworks, Grant
Park, free (744-3315).

10

.

" Running Man, " starring Arnold
Schwarzenegger, opens at local theaters .
''Revenge of the Nerds II," starring Robert Carradine, opens at local theaters.

18
Air and Water Show, North Avenue
Beach, thru July 19, free (294-2200) .

22

28
"Bleacher Bums," Lincoln Park Pavilion,
thru August 1, t1ckets can be purchased
·on the day of performances at the theater ·
or call 348-7075 to reserve seats, $3
(294-2330 for Pavilion).

31
"Princess Bride," starring Billy Crystal
and Peter Falk , opens at local theaters.
"Nadine," starring Kim Bassinger and
Jeff Bridges, opens at local theaters.

August
4
Zoo Careers, Lincoln Park Zoological
Gardens, 2200 N. Cannon Dr., thru August 5, ages 13-18; $7 (294-4660) .

4

10th Annual Chinatown Moon Festival,
Chinese Dragon Athletic Association,
329 W. 24th Place, thru July 26; free
(326-1 004) .
Traditional Desert Architecture-Photo
Exhibit, Field Museum of Natural History, thru Sept. 7, free (922-9410) .

"Brighton Beach Memoirs", Lincoln Park
Pavilion, Fullerton and the Outer Drive,
thru August 8, tickets may be purchased
on the day of performance at the theatre
or call in advance to reserve seats at
348-7075, tickets $3 (294-2330) .

24

"Maid to Order", starring Ally Sheedy,
opens at local theaters.
"Back to the Beach", starring Annette
Funicello and Frankie Avalon, opens at
local theaters.
Pan-Am Games, Indianapolis, thru August 23

"Hearts of Fire," starring Bob Dylan and
Fiona, opens at local theaters.
"Summer School," starring Mark Harmon and Kristie Alley, opens at local
theaters.
"Russkies," opens at local theaters.

25
7th Annual Street Fair, 711 S. Dearborn;
free (341 -3789) .

27
Animal Sketching, Lincoln Park Zoological Gardens, 2200 N . Cannon Dr., thru
July 29, ages 13-18; $8.50 (294-4660).

f1ghts with my mother about my g o1ng
out all the time. The three problems
seemed so Interrelated that 1t was as if
each was caused by the other two
1 got Irritable and touchy. I snapped at
my sister (who was my only ally at home)
until she was so hurt that she stopped
takmg my side. The guys I went around
w ith would on ly last one or two dates.
Although I knew that a stable relationship would pro bably help me, none of
t hem ever worked out. Finally, there
came a point when I just stopped canng
about my grades.

7

10
Anita Baker, Wisconsin State Fair, Milwaukee; $14.50 (1-414-271-2000).

12
Chicago River Fest, Chicago River/ North
Pier Terminal , thru August 15; free (9224020) .

14
"The Principal", starring Jim Belushi,
Lou Gossett, Jr. and Rae Dawn Chong ,
opens at local theaters.
"Big Shots" opens at local theaters.
Midwest Community Council/Togetherness Festival Midwest Community Council , 9 S. Kedzie; free.

15
Venetian Night, illuminated boats and
fireworks, Lake Front, Monroe Harbor to
Planetarium, free (294-2200) .
Koco Fest, Kenwood-Oakland Community Organization, 1236 E. 46th, 10 am.-11
pm .; free (548-7500) .
2nd Annual Summer Latin Fest, 1427 W.
Flournoy, thru August 22; free (8297948) .

21
"No Place to Hide", starring Amy Madigan, opens at local theaters.
"A Tiger's Tale", starring C . Thomas
Howell , opens at local theaters.

September
2
Chicago Jazz Festival, Grant Park Petrillo Mu sic Shell, thru 6; free (744-3315) .

Eventually, I guess it did solve itselfalthough it wasn't the kind of neat solution that I had been hoping for. My
g rades stabilized into steady C's and B 's,
and although I knew that I was capable
of getting A's, I didn't. I'm still looking for
a steady boyfriend. There is still tension
between my mother and me- but I've
tried to stay out of her way, and she's
been doing pretty much the same.
Psychologists' Report
There is a lack of communication
between Krystina and her mother that
will continue to cause stress. The problem will not really be solved by the parent and child avoiding each other.
As a result of her difficult relationship
with her mother, Krystina is neglecting
her schoolwork and is trying hard to find
an outlet for her stress by developing a
steady relationship with a boyfriend.
She should try to enjoy life by herself,
without depending on a boyfriend for
comfort and happiness. In a sense, she
is avoiding the real issue of her relationship with her mother, and is building a
"stress tower" for herself.
Krystina would probably benefit from
advice or counselling, which would help
her to understand and cope with the reasons for her stress. It would also help
her to realize that many o f her problems
are a part of " growing up" .

NEWS

-63 schools elect reps to new SC
•

Students address School Board President George Munoz, May 14, about the
Board's proposal to set up a city-wide student council. Later that evening the
Board passed the proposal.

Chicago Public High Schools that
haven't held their student counci l elections yet should consider one more item
beiore they cast their vote.
The student body presidents for the
1987-88 school year will be eligible to
represent their school on the new Citywide Student Counci l (CSC) approved
by the Board of Education on May 13.
Those schools that do not have a student government are still expected to
participate in the citywide board by holding a student election to select a representative from their schools. The Board
of Education also encourages these
schools to initiate their own stutlent
councils.
The CSC will , therefore, consist of 63
high school representatives. The CSC
will then elect a student to represent
them at Board of Education meetings.
This student wi ll have voice but no vote
and will not sit in on closed meetings
which deal with school personnel. The
Student Board rep will present the CSC's
concerns to the en tire Board.
A more complex plan for citywide student involvement was proposed last sum-

"We will make sure it survives: therefore, we're interested in giving it some of
our staff to be its advisers. But advisers
are not limited to just our staff. If the
students all feel that they want some
more advisers. or a different kind of
advisers, we will entertain all condsiderations they have," he said.
Munoz suggested that volunteer advisers can parti cipate so that students
can bring " independent viewpoints" to
the council.
The 63 student representatives will
meet at the Board offices, 1819 W. Pershing Road . The date for their frist meeting
had not been determ ined at press time.
Transportaion costs wi ll be paid by the
school board through a $15,00 gift by
Chicago businessman Richard Dennis.
T he budget will also cover the cost of
three newsletters wh ich the students are
expected to produce for the school year.
All schols are expected to have their
representatives elected in the spring so
they are prepared to serve on the esc as
soon as school starts in September.
Laverne Davis of Dr. Joseph Lee's office
told New Expression that the city schoo ls
will be informed about the need for student elections to esc.

that SUPR has been the primary force
th at has kept this issue (of student representat ion) alive, " Munoz admitted at the
Board meeting.

Adolfo Mendez

mer by Students United for Pa rtici pation
and Representation (SU PR) . They presented their proposal to Board President
George Munoz, General Superintenden t
of Schoo ls Manfo rd Byrd , Chairperson
of the Board's Legis lative Committee Pat
O'Hern and other Board members before the Board ann ounced its plan for

esc.

Rebecca Rueter, a senior at Sullivan
and a SUPR partic ipator, addressed the
Board on May 13 about the similar objectives of SUPR and CSC.
"( SUPR) was surprised and happy to
hear of the Board's citywide student
council proposal and for an advisory
student Board member," Rebecca said.
"We wonder a little why no recog nition
is being g iven to the work we've done
this year to raise the issue of student
involvement in school system decisionmaking. But we don 't want to seem bitter," she told the Board.
Rebecca said she hopes the CSC is
implemented " with care" and that it succeeds in improving C hicago 's high
schools.
" Undoubtedly, there is no question
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